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ABSTRACT
DEVELOPMENT AND CHARACTERIZATION OF
A SIDE SCAN SONAR TOWFISH
STABILIZATION DEVICE
by
Rebecca Ann Conrad
University of New Hampshire, December 2006
The attitude of a side scan sonar towfish may introduce artifacts into the
imagery when the towfish attitude exhibits a significant mean offset from horizontal
and/or exhibits significant variations over time. The Smart Tail was designed by
Boeing Australia for stabilizing the attitude of a Klein System 5000 towfish. This
report describes the development and testing of a closed-loop controller for towfish
attitude based on the Smart Tail’s movable elevators. Transient and steady state
response of the towfish pitch and roll motion were evaluated in a tow tank at speeds
up to 6 knots. Mathematical modeling and simulation were used to design and build
a PD controller for the Smart Tail. Performance of the towfish/Smart Tail
assemblage was evaluated via an instrumented field test conducted in a typical
seaway. This study concludes that closed-loop active control o f a side scan towfish
is feasible using controllable elevators.
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C H A P T E R

1

INTRODUCTION

1.1

Background
Side scan sonar is commonly used to observe sea floor characteristics such as

roughness and seabed texture by sending and receiving sonar signals perpendicular to a ship’s
track. The sonar transducer is integrated into a towfish that trails at depth behind a boat An
example of a side scan sonar towing arrangement is illustrated in Figure 1.1.1.

Figure 1.1.1: A typical Side Scan sonar towing arrangement
(NOAA).

1
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There are three main mechanical parts to a side scan towfish: the nose, the body and
the tail. The nose is a cone shaped mass that is secured to the leading edge of the towfish. The
body is cylindrical casing that houses the sonar transceiver. The tail is a cone shaped mass that
affixes to the trailing edge o f the towfish that typically includes stationary fins for yaw, pitch
and roll stabilization.

Two Klein System 5000 Towfish are pictured in Figure 1.1.2.

Figure 1.1.2: Example o f Klein System 5000 Side Scan
towfish and reduced-length towfish with Boeing Australia
Smart Tail.

2
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The Klein System 5000 Towfish has a 76.4 in. body length, weighs 155 lbs in air and can
acquire high resolution images of the sea floor at tow speeds up to 10 knots with an overall
swath width of 300 meters (Appendix B).

The towfish is subject to six degrees of freedom as it moves through the water —sway,
surge, and heave (translational) and pitch, roll, and yaw (rotational).

© 2003IMCA

THE SIX FREEDOMS OF VESSEL MOVEMENT

Figure 1.1.3: Definition o f the six degrees o f freedom o f a
vessel (IMCA).

The interaction o f the towfish with the towing vessel (via the tow cable) along with the
effects o f wave and currents on the towfish can cause distortions in the side scan sonar image
(Unlu 1999). Changes in the speed o f the towing vessel causes the towfish to change its
altitude and attitude, which may have negative effects on the quality of the imagery.
3
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In the field, a constant towfish roll of 5 degrees is considered enough o f a problem to
delay survey operations. During tow, if the orientation of one of the tail fins is not parallel to
the flow, a local lift force (perpendicular to the flow) results, which causes a torque in the roll
direction. Once this applied torque exceeds the opposing torque on the vehicle by the tow
cable, the vehicle rotates until the tow cable torque balances the applied torque at a new
equilibrium position. Common practice is to haul the towfish out of the water, beat the tail fins
with a hammer, and then re-deploy. The operator then reviews the tilt sensor data output
stream to see if the towfish roll offset has been corrected and the process is repeated as many
times as necessary.

In 1996, a Boeing Australia team of engineers under contract of the Australian
Defense Science and Technology (DSTO) office built a “Smart Tail” that had the mechanical
capability to remotely operate tail fins (called elevators) by stepper motor drive. An adaptor
plate was made to fit the Smart Tail onto the Klein System 5000 Towfish. The project lost
momentum and the Smart Tail was placed on the shelf, devoid o f several critical system
components that were needed for operation. The Smart Tail had not even been wet.

In 2004, an agreement was reached between DSTO and the University o f New
Hampshire’s (UNH) Center for Coastal and Ocean Mapping (CCOM) which temporarily
transferred custody o f the Smart Tail assembly to CCOM where the development was to be
continued under the direction o f Dr. Lloyd Huff.
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1.2

Goals and Objectives
This thesis entails a project that continued the development of the Smart Tail to

achieve the following objectives:

•

Remote operation of towfish tail elevators

•

Autonomous low frequency pitch and rollstabilization of atowfish usingclosed loop
feedback control.

Stabilization was initially defined as performance which maintained the towfish within ±2
degrees of horizontal over an average time of 3 seconds. This project is one step in a chain of
research motivated by the reduction o f motion artifacts in side scan sonar standard images.

1.3

Constraints
Since this project involves a specific towfish, the Klein System 5000, and a specifictail,

the Boeing Smart Tail, there were a number of real and implied constraints that include:

•

A power limit o f 75 mA at 200V DC

•

A horizontal reference provided by a TCM™2 tilt sensorwhich had an 8 Hz maximum
sampling frequency and up to 15 degree tilt error due to rectilinear acceleration

•

Two Stepper motors, each with 11 foot-pound torque stepper motor drive limit after a
30:1 gear reduction

5
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•

No continuous feedback sensor for motor position

•

N o speed through water sensor.

The KGCOMP™ SPN15 12 Volt, 1.5 Amp power supply was provided by CCOM to
interface with the Klein System 5000 200V DC power supply. The Klein System 5000 is also
equipped with the TCM™2 Tilt Compensated 3-axis Compass Module. The limitations o f the
TCM™2 include the 8 Hz. maximum sampling frequency and no compensation for tilt error
due to translational acceleration of the unit. The RS™ Hybrid Stepper Motors were selected
by Boeing Australia and provided with the Smart Tail. The major limitation of the motors is
their torque/speed characterization along with no position feedback sensor. The motor drive
unit provides motor position feedback by virtue of tracking the step commands. Weeder
Technologies™ Stepper Motor Driver Modules were provided by CCOM as the
communications interface between the controller PC and the stepper motors. The Weeder™
boards limit the motor stepping speed due to the constrained current draw.

A leak was found in the Smart Tail between the carbon fiber shroud and the cast
aluminum main body. A last resort solution was found to prevent water from leaking into the
Smart Tail by feeding Tygon™ tubing from a pressure regulated SCUBA tank to a throughhull fitting on the instrument housing. The practicality of towing a fish with Tygon™ tubing
fastened alongside the tow cable limited the tow cable to 120 ft. Therefore, the maximum
cable that could be in the water during field testing the Smart Tail was approximately 90 ft.
Additional caution was taken to install a relative humidity sensor to detect leaks that may have
occurred while the Smart Tail was underwater.

6
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Originally, all o f the electronics, power, and controller software were all intended to be
self-contained within the Smart Tail’s pressure tight housing. However, the leak condition
changed this plan. A decision was made to have the controller remain topside during Smart
Tail testing with power and communication lines running down to the Smart Tail through the
tow cable. A 6-pin through hull connector was installed in the instrument housing for
compatibility with the Falmat Xtreme-Green™ video cable system available for use at CCOM.
The conductors available in the cable and the 6-pin underwater connector limited the number
of parameters from the Smart Tail that could be brought topside via the tow cable. The six
pins were allotted to: +200V DC, ground, RS232 stepper motor control transmit, RS232
stepper motor control receive, RS232 TCM™2.5 receive, and output from the relative
humidity sensor.

1.4

Tasks
The project scope is to install, characterize, and analyze major electro-mechanical and

communications components of the Smart Tail in an electronics laboratory setting, observe
and analyze overall towfish motion through tow tank and field testing, develop a mathematical
model o f the tow system and incorporate it into a simulation, design a controller capable of
meeting the performance criterion, and provide a final system performance evaluation through
field testing.
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C H A P T E R

2

EXPERIMENTAL SETUP & DESIGN

2.1

Major M echanical Components
The major mechanical components of the Smart Tail ate shown in Figure 2.1.1.

Shroud

Interface
Panel

Elevator

Instrument
Pod

Figure 2.1.1: Major mechanical features o f the Smart Tail.

The Smart Tail consists o f a carbon fiber Shroud that is integrated with a cast aluminum Main
Body. The Instrument Pod is an aluminum pressure bulb that threads into the Main Body and
is made water tight with a face-sealing o-ring. The Elevators are mounted to stainless steel
shafts that penetrate the Main Body and are sealed with Elastomer Bellows Seals (Appendix
8
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B). The Interface Panel is a mounting plate that connects the Smart Tail to the body o f the
Klein System 5000 towfish.

2.2

Major System Components o f the Smart Tail
Major system components o f the Smart Tail include the Weeder Technologies™

Stepper Motor Driver Modules (WTSMD), SPN15 Power Supply, RS™ Hybrid Stepper
Motors, TCM™ 2.5 Tilt Compensated Compass Module and a Honeywell™ Relative
Humidity (RH) sensor. All system components, except for the stepper motors were mounted
into a circular disc bracket, as shown in Figure 2.2.1. The disc on the far left of the figure bolts
into the aft end o f the Smart Tail’s Main Body and is enclosed by the instrument pod housing.
The two stepper motors mount into the forward end o f the Main Body.

RS™ 440-442
Stepper Motor

WeederTech™
Stepper Motor
Drive Module

TCM™ 2.5
Hit Sensor

SPN15
Power
Supply

Figure 2.2.1: Instrument pod electronics stacking disc mount
and stepper motor.

A n overall system /com m unications diagram is illustrated in Figure 2.2.2. N ote the six lines o f
com m unication/pow er th at cross the dotted box are designated to the 6-pin underw ater
through hull connector in the Sm art Tail.
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Figure 2.2.2: Overall electronics system diagram.

2.3

T esting Components
It was necessary to design and assemble the experimental setup for tow tank testing in

the UNH Ocean Engineering tow tank. Since the Klein System 5000 towfish is too heavy for
testing at the UNH facilities, a lightweight, reduced-length tow body was manufactured for
testing purposes. The test body’s length is 4.5 times its diameter. In order to reduce weight, the
test body does not house a sonar transducer, however, it does contain an independently water
tight pressure sensor package. Figure 2.3.1 shows an exploded view o f the towfish testing
setup including the nose, reduced-length tow body, and Smart Tail. Note the K-wing™ is a
depressor used in the field to increase hydrodynamic depression forces. This method is used to
achieve desired towing depth with minimum length o f cable (Latchman 1993).
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Figure 2.3.1: Exploded view o f the towfish testing setup.

A device was required for attaching the towfish setup to the tow carriage that has the capability
of meeting following objectives: must affix steadily to the carriage under full speed towing
conditions, suspend the towfish below the water’s surface and provide both minimum drag
and maximum stiffness, while providing fine-adjustments in pitch, roll, and yaw. An assembly
o f parts, called the Tow Carriage Apparatus (TCA), was developed to meet these objectives.
Major components of the TCA include: the towplate, clamps, leveling thumbscrews, tow shaft
and fairings. Figure 2.3.2 and Figure 2.3.3 show a Pro Engineer™ 3-D solid model o f the
towfish setup as mounted in the UNH tow tank facilities (the Tufnose™ fairings were not
included to prevent obscuring important details of the TCA).

11
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Tow
Shaft

Miniature
Tow Body
PEL Swivel

Figure 2.3.2: Towfish testing setup mounted to the PEL
Swivel and Tow Shaft.

Figure 2.3.3: Tow Carriage Apparatus (TCA) mounted to the
U N H tow carriage and towfish testing setup a) Clamping
mechanism, b) Bolt circle and locating hole.
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The towplate is a 26” x 26” x V2 ” thick plate o f aluminum 6061 with a 3” x 4” x 3A”
thick aluminum plates welded to each comer. In the center of the plate is a 2” diameter
locating hole with a 6-hole Y4-20 bolt circle. There are four clamps, each located at the comers
of the towplate. On each clamp, two aluminum blocks secure the towplate to the box-beam of
the carriage in the x, y, and z directions by tightening three sets of 3 /8 ” bolts. The leveling
thumbscrews were designed to lift a 100 pound load with the ease of less than 10 foot pounds
of torque applied to each thumbscrew. Calculations were made to find the thread size and
diameter of thumbscrew needed. The calculations are included in Appendix A. The tow shaft
is a T-304 stainless steel, 42.125” x 1.70” diameter rod with top and bottom welded-on
mounting features, the top disk and the gusset. The top disk has a 0.05” raised boss that inserts
into the towplate locating hole. Six slotted through holes surround the boss to allow 20
degrees of yaw adjustment. The gusset was constructed o f V ” thick, 304 stainless steel and has
four 3/8” through holes separated on 2” centers. The stainless steel cheek plates sandwich the
gusset and are secured with four 3 /8 ”-16 x 1” counter sunk bolts. A washer was slipped onto
the rod before the top plate and gusset were welded onto their respective ends of the rod. The
washer allows four interlocking Tufnose™ fairings to rotate freely about the shaft. The fairings
reduce the drag coefficient o f the cylindrical section of the tow shaft to a value of
approximately 0.15 and prevent flow separation when towing at 6 knots (Appendix B & C).

Also designed for tank testing was the Paul E. Lavoie (PEL) Swivel device. It is a
stainless steel joint that connects to the tow body and allows for rotational movement. It can
be oriented parallel to the flow to allow a degree of freedom in pitch only or perpendicular to
the flow to allow a degree of freedom in roll only. The PEL Swivel also has the capability of
being locked to prevent movement.
13
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CHAPTER

3

SENSOR CHARACTERIZATION

3.1

Sensor Error
The major advantage o f TCM™2.5 Tilt Compensated 3-axis Compass Modules is that

it utilizes Euler angles as the method of determining accurate orientation (PNI Corp.)
However, tilt sensors like the TCM™ will give inaccurate angle measurement when subject to
rectilinear acceleration. As the only source of feedback in the Smart Tail control loop, the
TCM™ tilt sensor error may pose as the stabilization performance limiting agent. Sensor error
experiments were performed in the Chase Ocean Engineering’s electronics laboratory to
characterize sensor error and filtering.

There were two main objectives to the sensor error experiments. The first objective
was to evaluate the performance of the TCM™ 2.5 in contrast to its predecessor, the TCM™
2. The tilt bulb sensing unit in the TCM™ 2 is a plausible source of error, due to inertial
effects (also known as “sloshing”) of the fluid-filled transducer. The second objective was to
quantify the tilt error as a function o f rectilinear acceleration.

The sensor (TCM™2 TCM™ 2.5) or was mounted to a rolling cart that was oscillated
by a motor-driven actuator shown in Figure 3.1.1.
14
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TCM™ 2.0
\

Potentiometer
\

ik - ’Hift-:.

Figure 3.1.1: Testing setup for the sensor error experiment a)
Oscillatory sway actuator b) Cart and potentiometer.

A cord that was attached to one end o f the cart was wrapped around a potentiometer
and then terminated by a flexible cord that was fixed to a support member o f the lab bench.
The potentiometer setup was used to measure the horizontal input excitation o f the cart. The
input was then compared to the roll sensed from the TCM™ 2.5 and TCM™ 2 to find the
respective angular errors. Since the cart with the mounted sensor was run back and forth over
a horizontal surface, any output value for roll from the sensor (other than zero) was an error
that had been induced as a result of the horizontal motion of the cart. Both devices were
sampled at 5 Hz.
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The frequency of the back and forth oscillation (sway) of the cart was changed by applying a
proportional DC voltage to the motor o f the oscillating sway actuator. However, the frequency
of the cart motion was not known in function form. Thus, a 128-point Fast Forier Transform
(FFT) was performed on both the tilt sensor data and the potentiometer data for several
different excitation voltage trials. An example o f the FFTs from the potentiometer and
TCM™ 2.5 of the same oscillation trial is shown in Figure 3.1.2.
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Figure 3.1.2: FFTs o f the potentiometer and TCM™ 2.5 data
from one trial o f the oscillating cart experiment.
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The peak value from the teal component of an FFT gives two important values, the
fundamental amplitude and frequency components of the signal. The fundamental frequency
(peak) component of the voltage output from the potentiometer provides the input excitation
frequency o f the cart. The peak amplitude of the TCM™ roll data is the fundamental
amplitude and therefore recorded as roll error for that frequency (in degrees). To find the
rectilinear acceleration of the cart, the potentiometer raw data was converted to meters using
the calibration curve fit (Appendix D) and a 2-point approximate derivative with respect to
time was taken once for velocity and then again for acceleration. The peak values of roll error
from the FFT were plotted vs. rectilinear acceleration to generate Figure 3.1.3.

TCM2.5 and TCM2.0 Angular Error
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1.8
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— *— TCM2.5 —* * - TCIW2.0

Figure 3.1.3: TCM™ 2.5 angular error as a function o f
horizontal acceleration.
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Figure 3.1.3 shows that up to 1.8 m /s2, the difference in angular error between the TCM™ 2.0
and TCM™ 2.5 is negligible. Both sensors exhibited up to 14 degrees of error for this
horizontal acceleration range.

3.2

Sensor Comparison

Results from the angular error experiment lead to further investigation of how the
TCM™2.5 will perform during tow tank testing at UNH and how this performance compares
with other commonly used tilt sensors in the marine industry. The tradeoff between sensing
units is between cost, error, weight and volume. A comparative performance analysis o f the
TCM™ 2.5, TSS 335, and Octans III 3-axis tilt sensors (approximate costs o f $1200, $30000,
and $75000, respectively) was investigated. Figure 3.2.1 shows the three sensors as they were
mounted on the TCA.

18
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Figure 3.2.1: TSS™ 335, TCM™ 2.5 and OCTANS™ III tilt
sensors mounted to the T ow Carriage Assembly (TCA).

Figure 3.2.2 shows the pitch readings from each tilt sensor after the carriage was accelerated
from 2 ero to a constant velocity o f 6 knots and then slowed down to a stop.
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Figure 3.2.2: Results o f the sensor comparison performance
analysis at 6 kts.

The TCM™ 2.5 exhibited approximately 5 degrees of pitch error on the ramp up and 10
degrees error on the ramp down. The TSS™ 335 data exhibited 1 degree o f pitch error over
the entire tow period, and the OCTANS™ III exhibited negligible pitch error due to its
insensitivity to surge.

3.3

Sensor Filter Characteristics
The TCM™2.5 tilt sensor has a digital damping (filter) option that can allow for a

more stable reading. The digital damping filter time constants include values of 4, 8,16, and
32. The sensor reading (output) values correspond to the following equation (PNI Corp)

Output = (1 - / ( timeconst)) * current _ measurement + / ( timeconst) * old _ measurements
20
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where

loe(^
/ (itimeconst) = 1Qtlmeconst.

An experimental setup was developed which used the oscillating actuator and
potentiometer in a new configuration to characterize the amplitude response and phase delay
as a function of frequency for the TCM™ 2.5 at different digital damping settings, as shown in
Figure 3.3.1.

Actuator

Senior
X

Figure 3.3.1: Experimental setup for TCM™ 2.5 filter
characterization.

Again, Fast Fourier Transforms (FFT) were performed on both the tilt sensor data and the
potentiometer data for several different actuator excitation voltages. The number of data
points used in each FFT was formulated each time by the next highest power o f 2 , greater th a n
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or equal to the length of each data set with zero padding (typically 1024). Peak values were
extracted from FFTs o f each trial. The fundamental amplitude o f the TCM™ 2.5 was divided
by the fundamental amplitude from potentiometer after the cart motion was calibrated to yield
a unit-less amplitude ratio. Amplitude ratio was plotted as a function o f the input frequency in
Figure 3.3.2.

Filter AmpHtude Frequency Response
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Figure 3.3.2: Effect o f digital damping settings o f the TCM™
2.5 on output to input amplitude ratio as a function o f
frequency.

Matlab™ function angle was used to return the phase angle for each element in the complex
form o f FFT the arrays. Phase value were extracted from the new array at the position o f the
peak frequency in the corresponding real component of the FFT array for both the TCM™
22
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2.5 and potentiometer data. The difference between the phase value extracted for the
potentiometer minus that of the TCM™ 2.5 was designated as the phase delay. The phase
delay for each digital damping setting was plotted as a function of frequency in Figure 3.3.3.
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Figure 3.3.3: Effect o f digital damping settings o f the TCM™
2.5 on phase delay as a function o f frequency.

Note the -180 degrees o f phase at approximately 0.8 Hz marks the stability margin for use of
the TCM™2.5 on the timeconstant — 32 setting; closed-loop control using this setting is not
possible at high frequencies.
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CHAPTER

4

M OTOR CONTROL CHARACTERIZATION

4.1

Motor Drive
Two Weeder Technologies™ Stepper Motor Driver Modules (WTSMD) were

installed into the Smart Tail for independent open-loop control o f the starboard and port
hybrid stepper motors. The WTSMD is a stackable RS-232 stepper motor driver card that
advances the stepper motor a precise number o f steps with an automatically generated s-curve
acceleration/deceleration slope profile (“ramp mode”) or a host incremental, single-step mode
(Appendix B). Figure 4.1.1 lists the command set for the WTSMD.
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C

ommand:

M pos

MOVE

Move stepper motor to a specific position (pos) at rate determined
by VELOCITY using acceleration and deceleration curves.
pos = 0 to 16,777,215. (Note 3)
Move stepper motor in the specific direction (dir) at rate determined
by VELOCITY using acceleration curve. Rotation will continue until
limit switch activates index runoff and deceleration curve, dir = + or index = 0 to 255 If index omitted, uses default of 0. (Note 3)

HOME

H dir index

STEP

S dir

VELOCITY

V value

Sets the pulse-per-second rate used in the MOVE or HOME function.
value = 1 to 125, multiplied by 10. Default = 50 (500 pps). (Note 3,4)

RAMP-RATE

R value

Sets the ramp rate used in the acceleration and deceleration curves.
value = 1 to 255. Default = 50. (Note 3,4)

POSITION

P value

Modifies the motor position counter, value = 0 to 16,777,215. (Note 3)
If value is omitted, reads current position. Returns 0 to 16,777,215.

EXCITE

E value

Sets the driver excitation mode, value = 1 to 3. "1” being single phase,
"2“ being dual phase, 3 being half-step. Default = 1. (Note 3,4)

IDLE

1value

Sets the idle current (via PWM) which is used at anytime the motor is
atre stv a /u e = 0to10.D efault = 10(100%). (N ote3,4)

ERROR

?

This character will be returned after an invalid command or variable.

fill
I

Hi!

Note 1: Allcommanc
vwthacsrria
Note 2: Any spaces
actual trarar
Note 3: After success
Note 4: It value is on

(Note3)

This character will be returned after a power-on reset, or brown-out

'

RESET

Move stepper motor one step in a specific direction (dir),

dir = + or-.

lata module should be preceded with the header character (see Table 1), and terminated
ses from the data module will also appear in this format
sling of the command strings are for clarity only. They should not be included In Ihe
t, nor expected in a response from the data module.
ommand will be echoed back to the host in the same format a s received.
ent setting which wBI be returned to the host in the same format as above.

Figure 4.1.1: Weeder Technologies™ Stepper Motor Drive Module
command set (Weeder Tech™).

In the Smart Tail, the motor positions corresponding to the minimum and maximum elevator
trajectory are 0 and 660 steps respectively, however, will be referred to in this document as —
330 and +330 steps from the reference position 0, which is the position of the elevators that is
parallel to the towfish (neutral). The minimum and maximum motor positions correspond to ±
37 degree (Appendix D) elevator angle as illustrated in Figure 4.1.2.
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Figure 4.1.2: Position (in steps) reference for elevators (not to scale).

4.2

Operational Mode Performance
The WTSMD units can be queried for motor position using the P command, preceded

with the header character assigned to the motor in query. The motor position can only be
queried before and after the ramp mode command is executed and similarly for single-step
mode since there was no provision for continuous feedback of the physical position o f a
stepper motor. A potentiometer was temporarily connected to the elevator’s shaft to track the
trajectory of the elevators for both operational modes. The experimental setup where the
potentiometer is connected to the port side elevator is shown in Figure 4.2.1.
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Figure 4.2.1: Potentiometer setup for elevator positioning.

Since the measurement of the output voltage from the potentiometer was
asynchronous with the step commands, the trajectories of the elevators were sampled
approximately 300 times faster than the motor step commands were issued. This was done to
reduce noise in the trajectory measurement. The results from a 100 step command for both
modes are shown in Figure 4.2.2.
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Figure 4.2.2: Single-step and ramp mode (R13, V50) position
profiles for a 100 step command.

4.3

Command Timing
The time elapsed during command sequences of different lengths was also investigated

using the potentiometer setup. Motor command timing is shown in Figure 4.3.1 for single-step
and ramp mode of dual and single motor excitation. Executable software nicknamed
SmartTaiLexe (Appendix E) was written in order to send Weeder Tech™ defined
“simultaneous” commands, which have 20 ms between command packets. The software was
programmed to record the time taken to complete each command sequence.
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Motor Com m and Timing for Two Different M odes
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Ramp (R13V50)- Single Motor
Ramp (R13V50) - D ual Motor

(Single Step- Single) y = 0.0161x

(Single Step - Dual) y = 0.0321x

Figure 4.3.1: Motor command timing for single-step and ramp
modes.

Figure 4.3.1 shows that for dual motor excitation, ramp mode (R13, V50 setting) is
slower than single-step mode up to 100 steps as the number of steps in the command
sequence increases, the single-step mode timing increases linearly to approximately 20 seconds
at full range, while the ramp mode approaches 6 seconds for full range o f elevator motion.

Ramp mode is intended to prevent motor stall during acceleration or position overrun
during deceleration. In the event of motor stall, the WTSMD loses track of the motor position.
Although ramp mode has the desirable and faster long-range motion, once a command is sent
it cannot be interrupted. This is a major disadvantage for closed-loop control of a tow body,
29
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making command sequencing unfavorable for high frequency response. Advantages o f the
single-step mode include faster command completion for up to 100 step moves and can be
incremented at any amount It also has the advantage that if the tilt value from the TCM™2.5
were to change rapidly it would be possible to avoid continuing to issue a command sequence
that is no longer valid. For these reasons, single-step mode was chosen as the mode of
operation for the SmartTail software, which was ultimately developed as the Smart Tail
stabili2 ation software package.
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CHAPTER

5

TOW TA N K TESTING

5.1

Experimental Setup
In order to examine towfish motion while underway, tow tank experiments were

conducted at the University of New Hampshire’s Chase Ocean Engineering Laboratory. There
were three main objectives of this set of experiments. The first objective was to determine the
towfish’s transient characteristics of a step response in pitch and roll. The second objective
was to evaluate the steady state characteristics, more specifically the steady state pitch and roll
response o f the towfish with constant non-zero elevator inputs at various tow speeds. The
third objective was to assess the coupling which, in this case, is the effect that pitch has on roll
and vice versa during steady state. The tow tank testing facilities are pictured in Figure 5.1.1.
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Figure 5.1.1 a) T ow tank testing facilities at University o f
N ew Hampshire’s Chase Engineering Lab b) Towfish
mounted to the T ow Carriage Assembly (TCA).

5.2

Pitch Testing
For the pitch testing, the towfish was attached to the TCA via the PEL Swivel with its

one rotational degree o f freedom oriented in the pitch plane. A shackle was attached to the
tail’s shroud with 1/8” aircraft cable extending to a quick release mechanism mounted to the
TCA. In each speed trial, the cable was attached to the quick release at start-up, giving an initial
pitch of approximately 10 degrees bow down. The elevators were then set into position. The
tow carriage was accelerated up to a constant tow speed, and at that point, an operator riding
atop of the carriage pulled the pin on the quick release that allowed the cable to go free. This
procedure was repeated for 15 speed trials for each o f the different 10 elevator positions.
Speeds ranged from 0.5 to 6 knots with elevator positions ranging from -330 to +330 steps
from zero (neutral).
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Figure 5.2.1: Pitch transient response experimental setup at a)
pre-release condition b) post-release, steady state tow
condition.

5.2.1

Transient Response
To determine the towfish’s transient behavior, the elevators were set to the neutral

position and the pitch data were recorded during speeds trials of 0.5, 1, 1.5, 2, 3 and 4 knots. 5
and 6 knot speed trials were not performed for the transient response experiment due to
unsafe riding conditions for the operator at high speeds.
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Figure 5.2.2: Transient pitch response starting at t = 1 second
to an initial condition o f -10 degrees.

Results in Figure 5.2.2 show the observed pitch response after release at t = 1 second; the plots
were smoothed with a three point running average filter. The response appears to be first
order at these tow speeds. The time constant was extracted from the 4 knot data as the time it
takes to reach 63.2% of steady state. Results show that there is clearly a decrease in the time
constant from 0.5 to 4 knots. Normal towing speeds for the sonar are 4 knots and above.
Under these operating conditions, the towfish would respond no slower in pitch than a time
constant of 0.3 seconds combined with a sampling time o f 0.125 seconds.

5.2.2

Steady State R esponse

The steady state pitch experiments were carried out identically to the

tr a n s ie n t

experiments except that the quick release pin pull was modified; the modification was so that it
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was no longer required for an operator to ride the carriage. Instead, a cord was connected
from the pin to the back tow tank wall, and as the carriage traveled far enough away from the
wall the pin was released. Because o f the constant cord length, for most trials the towfish was
released while the carriage was still accelerating.

This method enabled speed trials up to 6

knots while allowing enough time for the towfish to setde at steady state.

The 15 different speed trials were repeated for 10 different prescribed elevator
positions of -330, -250, -170, -90, -60, -30, 0, +30, +130, and +330 steps. Because of the
volume of trials performed, the data processing was semi-automated using a Matlab™
program. Raw data was read into Matlab™ and appeared as in Figure 5.2.3.
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Figure 5.2.3: Raw pitch data as read into Matlab™ software.
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To evaluate the steady state value o f pitch, a point was handpicked on the flat area preceding
the second sudden dip in each dataset. This is to be sure that the final pitch value was
extracted before the carriage began to slow down. The selected point was entered into another
Matlab™ function, which averaged that point with the previous seven data points and returns
the average (a one second average, given the 8 Hz sampling frequency). Those values were
plotted against the tow speed to form Figure 5.2.4.

Steady State Pitch vs. Tow Speed at Various Elevator Positions
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Figure 5.2.4: Steady state pitch vs. tow speed at various
elevator positions.

It is expected that, if the towfish has neutral ballast and is towed with the elevators in the
neutral position, the towfish should tow parallel to the flow. In this set of tow tank
experiments, the towfish was loaded tail heavy in static water. This is a more common tow
configuration in the field. The ballast condition indicates that the applied moment o f the tail
must overcome the moment generated by the center of gravity’s displacement aft of the PEL
Swivel.
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Steady State Pitch vs. Tow Speed with Elevators at Position
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Figure 5.2.5: Steady state pitch vs. tow speed for elevator in
neutral position case and static balance o f 6 degrees bow up.

Figure 5.2.5 shows that the towfish, when initially balanced 12 degrees bow up(Appendix C),
does not orient within one degree of parallel to the flow during steady state for tow speeds
below 3 knots. This suggests that at these tow speeds the hydrodynamic righting cannot
overcome the particular tail heavy, 12 degrees bow up initial attitude. This observation, and the
fact that tow speeds for the Klein Series 5000 are 4 knots and above, took the focus away from
further analysis o f the 0.5 to 3 knot range.

Steady state pitch vs. elevator position is plotted for 3 to 6 knot speeds in Figure 5.2.6.
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Figure 5.2.6: Steady state pitch vs. elevator position for 3 to
6 knot tow speeds.

The slope o f the 4, 5 and 6 knot curves are presented in Table 5.2.1 with the corresponding
range of motion that results from the maximum elevator sweep of 660 steps.

Tow S p eed
(kts)

P itch G ain
(d eg /step )
4
5
6

0.0167
0.0169
0.0188

P itch R an g e
(deg)
11.02
11.15
12.41

Table 5.2.1: Steady state pitch/elevator position gain and
towfish pitch range for tow speeds from 4 to 6 knots.

Table 5.2.1 shows that a 12.5% increase in the range o f controllable towfish pitch occurs over
the 4 to 6 knot tow speed range. However, since the typical tow speed is from 5 to 10 knots,
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the 6 knot value for gain (deg/step) was chosen to approximate the gain, independent o f tow
speed.

5.3

Roll Testing
Roll testing was conducted similar to the pitch testing, although, the PEL Swivel was

oriented perpendicular to the flow for a degree of freedom in the roll plane and the towfish
was ballast to have the center o f mass under the PEL Swivel. The shackle with connecting
cord was attached to the port side of the tail’s shroud, and the number of speed trials
conducted was decreased. After reviewing the pitch data, it was decided to omit speed trials
under 1.5 knots and to reduce the number of trials between 1.5 and 6 knots. Figure 5.3.1
shows the roll step response after the data was smoothed by a three point running average.

Roll Response to a Step Input
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Figure 5.3.1: Transient roll response to an initial condition.
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The steady state gain and time constant for pitch and roll are presented in Table 5.3.1.

4 k ts a n d
above
P itch
Roll

Kss
(d e g /ste p )

t

(s e c )

0.0188
0.0948

0.25
0.6

Table 5.3.1: Steady state gain and time constant results for
pitch and roll.

The towfish time constant, sampling rate, and motor command sequence timing are together
considered the control update rate for the Smart Tail closed-loop control system. The slew rate
(degrees/second) is dominated by motor command sequence timing, which is much slower
than the towfish time constant found shown in Table 5.3.1.

5.4

Steady State Coupling
Isolated towfish roll is produced by a symmetric but opposite offset in the starboard

and port elevators about the neutral position. When the pot and starboard elevators are offset
about a position other than zero, the towfish experiences both pitch and roll. For example, if
the starboard elevator is set to zero and the port is set to +60 steps, the effective pitch would
be equivalent to the pitch produced from setting both elevators to +30 steps. In addition, roll
is caused by the 60 step difference between the two elevator positions. In this way, the towfish
experiences steady state coupling.

A test case o f speed trials was done to verify this assertion. Four, 5 and 6 knot speed
trials were performed for each o f the two configurations: +180 in port; 0 in starboard and +90
in port; +90 in starboard. The towfish was constrained to only allow rotation in pitch by the
PEL Swivel.
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Tow
Speed
4
5

6

S.S. P itch

S .S . P itch

(deg)

(deg)

+180/0

+90/+90

2.91
3.3
3.66

3.63
2.87
3.37

Table 5.4.1: Effect o f coupling at steady state
swivel degree o f freedom in pitch.

with

Table 5.4.1 shows that the +180/0 and +90/+90 cases have comparable pitch values at steady
state. The +180/0 case may have been effected by the torque in the roll direction impacting
the pitch degree of freedom of the PEL Swivel.

5.5

Elevator Loading
An additional tow tank experiment was conducted to investigate the applied lift force

on the elevators at tow speeds up to 6 knots at 9 degrees of pitch, which is the maximum value
of pitch expected. This information is useful for the prediction o f motor stall during the
performance of the Smart Tail active control. Airline cable was attached from the Smart Tail to
a strain gauge that was mounted on the tow carriage. The cable was fastened to a length that
forced 9 degrees o f pitch, bow down, as shown in Figure 5.5.1.
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Figure 5.5.1: Elevator loading experimental setup with
elevators positioned parallel to flow.

In order to determine the net load on the elevators, two sets o f speed trials were performed.
The first set of trials was completed with the elevators set at position zero, which was parallel
with the tow body. The second set o f trials was completed with the elevators set at position 77 steps, which corresponded to an angle that was parallel to the flow. The net load on the
blades was calculated by subtracting the load at steady state from trials with the elevators
parallel to the body minus the corresponding values from trials with the elevators parallel to
the flow. These values were plotted as a function o f tow speed in Figure 5.5.2.
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Control Surface Load at 9 degree Angle of Attack
(single elevator)
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Figure 5.5.2: Results for elevator loading up to 6 knots tow
speed.

Results from the elevator loading test show that the load on the elevators is proportional to
tow speed squared, as expected. The maximum steady-state load experienced on a single
elevator at

6

knots was approximately

8

lbs out o f a total force (for the neutral case) of

approximately 40 lbs per elevator. The torque induced by this value does not exceed the 11 ftlb motor stall torque limit on the elevator shaft.
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CHAPTER

6

FIELD TESTING

6.1

Testing Objectives
A one day cruise was conducted on the Research Vessel Gulf Challenger in May of

2006. The objective was to acquire the magnitude and frequency information of the towfish
pitch and roll motion during tow while observing variables such as speed through water, tow
cable tension, direction of tow and towfish depth. The tow took place at approximately 42° 59’
N, 70° 34’ W, near the Isles of Shoals, which is 7 miles off the coast of NH.
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Figure 6.1.1 Research Vessel G ulf Challenger o ff Portsmouth
Harbor.

6.2

Magnitude of Towfish Response
For the first part of the tow, the PEL Swivel device was attached to the towfish to

offer freedom of rotation in pitch between the towfish and the tow cable termination. The
towfish was towed for 50 minutes, retrieved to lock the PEL Swivel and then put back in the
water where it was towed for approximately 30 minutes. The high magnitude pitch spikes
(marked by dashed green line) in Figure 6.2.1 resulted from retrieval and re-deploying when
the PEL Swivel was switched from the unlocked to the locked state. With the PEL Swivel
unlocked, the magnitude o f the pitch response ranged from ±10 degrees. After the PEL Swivel
was locked, the pitch response increased to +20 degrees, although, it later reduced to +5
degrees after the vessel made a major change in course at t =

66

minutes in Figure 6.2.1.
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Figure 6.2.1: Pitch and roll magnitude results from R /V Gulf
Challenger tow.

The tradeoff for using the PEL Swivel was either a very large pitch response or a very
small pitch response depending on the tow direction (relative to the local sea), or a mediocre
pitch response for all tow directions. Roll response stayed within +5 degrees during tow,
unaffected by the use of the PEL swivel or tow direction. The largest roll values were observed
as the vessel was turning at t = 46 minutes and t =

66

minutes.

Results from the field test show that using the PEL Swivel unlocked kept the towfish
pitch within ±12 degrees. This and the negligible effect that the swivel had on towfish roll
response gave reason to implement the device in future field tests.
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6.3

Frequency Content in Towfish Response
Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) techniques can be used to extract frequency

components from the field-testing dataset. A sliding FFT was performed (by the Matlab™
function spectrogram) on the pitch and roll data to create a spectrogram. A spectrogram is a 3dimensional representation of Power Spectral Density (PSD) as a function of frequency (yaxis) and time (x-axis). The resulting spectrogram from the field-testing data for roll and pitch
is plotted in Figure 6.3.1 and Figure 6.3.2. There is one section of the spectrogram that should
be disregarded. This includes features in the pitch and roll spectrograms between the 50 and
60 minute marks, when the towfish was retrieved and then re-deployed.

Spectrogram ofTowbody Roll R /V Gulf Challenger Tow 5-18-06
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Figure 6.3.1: Roll spectrogram (color scale is Power Spectral
Density in dB) in the top plot and roll data from field testing in
the bottom plot (red).
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Figure 6.3.2: Pitch spectrogram (color scale is Power Spectral
Density in dB) in the top plot compared with major changes
in direction o f tow during field testing in the bottom plot
(black).

A 256-point computation window was used with 50% overlap. That is, the first 256point FFT was computed on the dataset starting at t = 0 as well as each successive 256 points
in time (with 50% of the points used from the previous set) until the entire 87 minutes o f data
were analyzed. From the results in Figure 6.3.1 and Figure 6.3.2 it is important to note that that
the frequency response was no greater than 1 FIz for pitch and 0.5 Hz for roll.
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6.4

Test Variable Observations
Various test variables were monitored while towing in order to provide insight as to

what the major contributors were to changes in towfish motion. This was later used to make
simplifying assumptions for mathematical modeling. These observations are plotted in Figure
6.4.1.
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Figure 6.4.1 Observations after free tow from R /V Gulf
Challenger

Figure 6.4.1 shows that as the vessel began to change course after t = 30 minutes and
the speed through water increased. As a result, the towfish’s cable tension increased and its
depth decreased. A similar trend occurred after t = 65 minutes, although the load cell data
stopped due to software failure. The observations show that when the vessel changed direction
in a field of surface waves the magnitude and frequency at which the vessel exerted tension on
the tow cable changed. These changes in tension, in turn, particularly influenced the towfish
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pitch and to a much lesser extent towfish roll. The towfish roll was more a characteristic o f the
vessel turning rather than the vessel heading relative to the field of surface waves.
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CHAPTER

7

MATHEMATICAL M OD ELIN G AND SIMULATION

7.1

Modeling the Plant
Dominant characteristics of the tow vehicle motion were incorporated into a

mathematical model that was developed based on first principles. Although more complex
models exist, the test tank facilities at UNH are currently not adequate for model parameter
characterization (i.e. hydrodynamic coefficients, torque on the vehicle from the tow cable, etc).
A robust controller can accommodate for model errors while meeting the stabilization
performance criteria.

The following equation o f motion, developed from Newton’s laws, was used to
describe the dominant characteristics of the plant.

T = J 0 + b 0 + k0
Equation 7.1.1

Where T is the resultant torque from the combined drag force acting as a righting moment
that keeps the vehicle parallel to the flow, the torque from the static ballast condition o f the
vehicle, and the lift force (normal to the flow) input torque from the control surfaces. Here J is
the

moment

of inertia,

b

is

a

damping

constant,

k

is

a

spring

constant,
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and 0 describes the rotation of the vehicle relative to vertical.

Tank testing in Chapter 5 showed that at higher tow speeds the effect of viscous
damping was much greater than the effect of the inertia. That observation allowed secondorder oscillating effects to be neglected. Thus, Equation 7.1.1 was simplified to the following

T = bO + k& .

Equation 7.1.2

At a constant tow speed, it was assumed that the static ballast and righting moment from the
static components in the towfish do not vary and the lift force input torque is proportional to
the pitch or roll elevator configuration. The transfer function is as follows:

0(s)
X( S )

K ss

= --------

Equation 7.1.3

CT + 1

Where 0(s) is the output vehicle pitch or roll in degrees, X(s) is the plant input elevator
position pitch or roll configuration in steps, Kss is the steady state gain in deg/step and x is the
time constant in seconds.

7.1.1

Simulating the Plant

The transfer function in Equation 7.1.3 was applied to pitch and programmed into a Matlab™
Simulink workspace as shown in Figure 7.1.1.
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Transfer Fen

Figure 7.1.1: Plant model o f pitch in Simulink™ workspace.

The simulation, was run with Kp;tch and xp extracted from Table 5.3.1 and is compared to tank
testing results in Figure 7.1.2.
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Figure 7.1.2: Pitch step response simulation results as
compared to 3 and 4 knot tow tank test data.
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Similarly, the Simulink™ model for roll is shown in Figure 7.1.3.

Theta r(s)
Ktoll
Constant

Gain

S co p e

Transfer Fen

Figure 7.1.3: Plant model o f roll in Simulink™ workspace.

The simulation was run with Kxoll and xt extracted from Table 5.3.1 and is compared to tank
testing results in Figure 7.1.4.
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7.1.2

Coupling Pitch and Roll

Steady state coupling, as described in Section 5.3 of this document, was applied to the
Simulink™ model in Figure 7.1.5.

Theta r(s)
Xstb d(s)
00

* •€ >

Krai I

Constant1!

Roll

Transfer Fcn1

Theta p (s)
Kpitch

-0 0

Constant2

Transfer Fen

Pitch

Figure 7.1.5: Coupled model o f the plant in Simulink™
workspace.

The model shows that the elevator roll configuration, Xr(s), is the difference between the
starboard and port elevator positions and the elevator pitch configuration, Xp(s), is the sum of
the starboard and port positions, divided by two.

7.2

Modeling the Motors

The common equations of motion (Franklin, Powell, and Enami-Naeini) used for a DC motor
are the following

K tia = J 9 + b 9

Equation 7.2.1

Where

T —K t ia

Equation 7.2.2
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T is the applied torque on the rotor that is proportional to the armature current, J is the rotor’s
moment of inertia, and b is a viscous friction coefficient. After taking the Laplace Transform,
combining the above equations, and neglecting the effect of inductance results to the following
equation.

_

0 (g )

K

Equation 7.2.3

Va{ s ) ~ s(zs + 1)

where

K =

K,
bRa + K tK e
Equation 7.2.4

T =■

bRa + K tK e

Here K, is the torque constant, Ke is the electric constant, and Ra is the resistance in the
armature circuit. These values, however, do not need to be defined because both K and x were
experimentally determined.

7.2.1

Simulating the Motors

The transfer function in Equation 7.2.3 was put into a Madab™ Simulink workspace as shown
in Figure 7.2.1.

T heta dot

Theta

Ttcm
Constant

Gain

sin glestep
Transfer Fen

Integrator

Figure 7.2.1: Stepper motor model in Simulink™ workspace.
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The simulation was run with Ttcm at the

8

Hz sampling frequency of the TCM™ 2.5 and xa

extracted from the slope o f the single step, dual motor excitation data series and is compared
to lab testing results in Figure 7.2.2.

Stepper Motor Performance and Simulation
100

eo

Tao = .0321
Stepper Motor
0.5

2.5
Time (sec)

3.5

4.5

Figure 7.2.2: Comparison o f simulation and stepper motor
performance after 100 single-step commands.

7.2.2

Adding the Motors into the System Model

Figure 7.1.5 showed the coupled model of the plant with a single input of the position of the
starboard elevator and separate input for the position o f the port elevator. The model for the
stepper motors was added into the system model of the plant by connecting the output o f each
stepper motor model to the Xstbd(s) and Xpott(s) inputs. This is shown in Figure 7.2.3.
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□
I n te g r a to r

Command 8

Figure 7.2.3: System model including motor control.

Saturation limits of +330 steps to -330 steps were added to the model to account for the
physical limitations of the tail that stop the elevators from moving past these positions and are
referred to as the “range o f control”.
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CHAPTER

8

CONTROLLER DESIGN

8.1

Feedback and Decoupling
The final Simulink™ model developed in Chapter 7 were modified for feedback

control by placing two negative feedback loops from the pitch and roll outputs and connecting
them into the stepper motor Command A and Command B inputs. A zero-order-hold was
added to each feedback path in order to simulate the

8

Hz sampling frequency of the TCM™

2.5 tilt sensor.

In addition, steady state decoupling was accommodated for in the command input.
This is to ensure that if towfish roll is desired, a roll command can be sent through the
Weeder™ boards so that no towfish pitch results, and vice versa. Decoupling was applied to
the system model. The towfish system is displayed in terms of path gains (Fussell 2005), as
shown in Figure 8.1.1.
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G1

521
G21

u2
G2

Figure 8.1.1: System coupling in terms o f path gains.

The gain G t is the product of all the system gains in the path from the first input Uj to the first
output yr The gain G2i is the product of gains from U2 to y,. The gain G 12 is the product of
gains from Uj to y2. The gain G 2 is the product of gains from u2 to y2. Equation 8.1.1 shows the
system gains are organized into a matrix T.

y = Tu
where

T=

y=
u=

G,

G21

G12

G2

Equation 8.1.1

Ti
T2
M,
M.,

The equation was solved for the system inputs Uj and

and is shown as follows,
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u = T_1y .

Equation 8.1.2

The towfish system path gains are:

= Ttcm •K roll

^1

Ttcm • K pitch

G
2
G12

12

2

Equation 8.1.3

Ttcm • K pitch
=

^21 =

--------------------------

2

cm ' K

r o tt

Solving for T 1 gives the following

T 1=

? • Ttcm ’ K roll
9

.
'

t

tcm

. JC

roll

Ttcm ' K pitch
T

tcm '

K

pitch

Equation 8.1.4

For simulation, the T 1matrix was incorporated into a state-space block that was placed ahead
o f the system model developed in Chapter 7. For this state-space block, local parameters were
defined as such:

x = Aat + Bw
y = Cx + Dw

Equation 8.1.5

where,
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Equation 8.1.6
9

D

.* Ttcm ' V roll

Ttcm * K pitch

2 ' Ttcm • K roll

Ttcm • K pjlch

which gave the equations:

Ml +1--------------yi = 9 *T • K ■u,
T . K pitch
^
tcm
roll
J tcm
Equation 8.1.7

y2= -

9. T
•X
^ 1 tcm ’ ^ roll

W i, +I---------------------------------------------W
• M
-

T

o

•X

1 tcm ‘ ^ pitch

Again, input and output variables shown in Equation 8.1.7 are defined locally for the statespace De-Coupler block in the Madab Simulink™ workspace. The addition of this block to the
system model is shown in Figure 8.1.2.
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Figure 8.1.2:
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system

m odel with

negative

A simple check was made with the new model to see if the towfish stabilizes after it is given an
initial condition in pitch and in roll. The simulation was also used to see if the De-Coupler
works effectively. The simulation was run and the results are plotted in Figure 8.1.3 and Figure
8.1.4. The elevator positions are shown on the left and the towfish’s response on the right.
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Figure 8.1.3: Decoupled system response with -10 degree
pitch initial condition.

The simulation in Figure 8.1.3 shows that the towfish settled within 4 seconds after an initial
condition of -10 degrees in pitch. Zero roll resulted from the pitch command input. Although
the addition o f the De-Coupler was not the complete controller implemented in the Smart
Tail, the time required for the towfish to settle in the simulation leads one to expect that the
towfish should be readily controlled for low frequency pitch disturbances.
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Figure 8.1.4: Decoupled system response with 10 degree roll
initial condition.

The simulation in Figure 8.1.4 shows that the towfish settled within

6

seconds after an initial

condition of 10 degrees in roll. Zero pitch resulted from roll command input. Although the
addition of the De-Coupler was not the complete controller implemented in the Smart Tail,
the time required for the towfish to settle in the simulation leads one to expect that the towfish
should be readily controlled for low frequency roll disturbances.

8-2

Controller Type
For simplified models, a robust controller is needed to maintain adequate stability

margins and performance levels in the presence of model errors (Brogan 1991). Proportional,
Integral, D e r iv a tiv e (P I D ) c o n tro llers c a n b e tu n e d to g iv e su ita b le p e r fo r m a n c e b a se d

exclusively on the knowledge of dominant system time constants. Therefore, this type of
controller was considered. A PID Controller (with approximate derivative) block was placed in
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the feedback paths o f the system model in the Simulink™ workspace. A method was devised
to tune the controller’s proportional, integral, and derivative feedback gains: Kp, Ki, and Kd.

The integral gain, Ki, was set to zero for both the pitch and roll due to the presence of a free
integrator in the model. Thus, the controller is a PD controller. In order to tune Kp and Kd
for the multiple-input, multiple-output (MIMO) system, the model was broken up into two
single-input, single-output (SISO) systems, one for pitch and the other for roll.

The characteristic equation for each SISO was derived and then discretized. The root locus vs.
Kp was plotted in the z-plane to find the critical gain. Similar to the Ziegler-Nichols tuning
rules for PID controllers (Ogata 2004), the value o f Kp was set to half the critical value, and
the characteristic equation was then rearranged to plot the root locus vs. Kd. A value o f Kd
was chosen where the damping ratio was at the (industry defined) desirable value o f 0.707.

8.3

Pitch as a Single-input. Single-output System
The system model was transformed to a SISO system by isolating pitch as the output

and designating the input to be, u2, in front of the De-Coupler. This is shown in Figure 8.3.1.

tis**s
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—* 1
^ .1
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y * Cx*Du

. r
I

A bS

De-CoupleM

stbd/port In Pitch
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J

0 £ ’ Kpitoh

/-

tp.s*1
nR

Transfer Fen7

T o W o rts p jo e 2

©*PID Controller
(with Approximate
Derivative^

Zero-Order
Hold

Figure 8.3.1: SISO pitch system model.
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For the SISO pitch model, the roll input ut was set to zero and the equations o f the de-coupler
became:

yi

=

Ttcm • K pitch

'U->
Equation 8.3.1

y2

=

Ttcm ♦K pitch

'U~>

The continuous time open loop transfer function of the block diagram in Figure 8.3.1 was
reduced to:

C(s)
U(s)

+
1 'tcm ’ K p itc h

K d

^

pitch8 + K p

^

j

A pitch

Ttcm • K pitch t„s +s

•k
,

2

V

d _ pitch ^

K p _ pitch .

+ l),

pM

tJpS + k a + t p Y + s

Equation 8.3.2

Since the root locus was plotted with Madab™, the characteristic equation needs to take the
form

0 = l + tf

num.
den

where num is the numerator polynomial and den is the denominator polynomial (Ogata 2004).
With the PD controller added, the characteristic equation o f the closed-loop transfer function
was the following,
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Equation 8.3.3

K d_pltch

was set to zero in order to investigate the effects o f proportional feedback gain on the

system dynamics. The following open-loop transfer function entered into Matlab™ was,

num(s) _

1

E ,u lfc n 8 -3-4

Values for ta and tp were plugged in to Equation 8.3.4 and the discrete equation was generated
(by the Matiab™ function c2d) with the zero-order-hold method and a sampling period of
0.125 seconds.

num(z) _ .01677z2 +.02935z + .002056
—-—

den(z)

— —;---------------- ;----------------------------------

z 3 -1 .6 2 7 z 2 + 0 .6 3 9 2 z -.01235

Equation 8.3.5

This was used to generate the root locus vs. Kp pitch plot shown in Figure 8.3.2 and the Bode
diagram in Figure 8.3.3.
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Root Locus
SISO Pitch

System: Hd2
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Damping: -0.0174
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Figure 8.3.2: Root Locus vs. Kp_pitch in the z-plane for the
SISO pitch model.

The data-tip in Figure 8.3.2 shows that the critical period is 6.41 rad/sec (~1 Hz) and the
critical gain is 13.
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Bode Diagram
SISO Pitch

■System; HdR
: Frequency (redftec£ 6
Phase (deg): -160

*-225

Frequency (red/sec) 2S.1
Phase ( d e # -359

Figure 8.3.3: Bode plot for the Kp_pitch in the SISO pitch
model with Kd_pitch set to zero.

The Bode diagram in Figure 8.3.3 shows the system to have -180 degrees to -360 degrees of
phase in frequencies from approximately

6

rad/sec to 25 rad/sec (~1 Hz to 4 Hz). This

suggests that, at the very best, the towfish can only be stable for disturbance periods larger
than 1 second. The proportional feedback gain and phase margins are both positive at values
equal to 21.3 dB and 69 degrees, respectively.

To look at the root locus vs. Kd_pitch, Equation 8.3.3 was rearranged as follows,

0 = 1 + ^ d _pitch

(ta -tPy + ( t a + t p y + s + K p

Equation 8.3.6
pitch

After descritizing, the characteristic equation is
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C(z) _

0.3z 2 - 0.2199z - .08007
Equation 8.3.7

U(z) ~ z 3 -1 .3 8 z 2 + 0 .7 0 3 6 z-.0 1 2 3 5

Kpj^tch was set to half of the critical value extracted from the plot in Figure 8.3.2. The root
locus vs. Kdj31tch plot and Bode diagram generated from Equation 8.3.7 are shown in Figure
8.3.4 and Figure 8.3.5, respectively.
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Figure 8.3.4: Root Locus vs. Kd_pitch in z-plane o f SISO
pitch model with Kp_pitch set to half o f the critical
proportional feedback gain.

The data-tip in Figure 8.3.4 shows that when

is 0.808 the system has a damping ratio of

0.707.
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Bode Diagram Pitch Kd, Kp = Kcr/2
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Figure 8.3.5: Bode Diagram for Kd_pitch o f the SISO pitch
model with Kp_pitch set to half o f the critical proportional
feedback gain.

The Bode diagram in Figure 8.3.5 shows that for all frequencies less than 25 rad/sec (~4 Hz)
the frequency response has less than 180 degrees of phase. The system phase margin has
improved to approximately

120

degrees at the expense of the gain margin, which has

decreased to approximately 17 dB.
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8.4

Roil as a Single-input. Single-output System
The system model was transformed to another SISO system by isolating roll as the

output and designating the input to be, u l, in front of the De-Coupler. This is shown in Figure
8.4.1.

PID «|
PID Controller
(with Approximate
Derivative)
Ttcm

J V

4

Zero-Order
Hold2

Kroii

r

ta .^ + s

C«

tr.sH
Transfer Ten

y«C x+D u

u2
0

ToW oitepaoa

I

De-Coupler
stbd/port in Rol

Pitch
Ttcm

ia.s^+s
StepperMotorfl Saturation B

Figure 8.4.1: SISO roll system model.

For the SISO roll model, the pitch input U2 was set to zero and the equations of the de-coupler
became:

1
y _ -----------------U
i t
'

tcm

roll

Equation 8.4.1

i

y 2 =■
2

‘ T'icm ' K mti

The continuous time open loop transfer function of the block diagram in Figure 8.4.1 was
reduced to:

C(s)
U(s)

f
i
Ttcm )
v2 • Ttcm • K roll tas + s^

Ttcm ^

( K roll ^

V 2 • TtCm • K roll tas +5^

U -s + lJ

{

1

i^ d _ ro llS

+

K p )
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Kd_rollS + K p
Equation 8.4.2

t J r s3 + (*a +t r)s2 + 5

The characteristic equation for the closed-loop transfer function takes the form:

Analogous to the pitch SISO, the derivative feedback gain Kd_foUwas set to zero as follows,

num(s)

1

den{s)

(ta •tr)s2 +{ta +t r)s2 +s

1

- e~Ts

Equation 8.4.4

s

and then discretized to the form

num(z)

.007561z2 + .01439z + .001082

den(z)

z 3 -1 .8 3 2 z 2 + 0 .8 4 8 8 z-.01653

----------- = —i------------------

.

Equation 8.4.5

This equation was used to generate the root locus vs. Kp roll plot shown in Figure 8.4.2 and the
Bode diagram in Figure 8.4.3.
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Figure 8.4.2: R oot Locus vs. Kp_roll in z-plane o f SISO roll
model with Kd_roll set to zero.

The data-tip in Figure 8.4.2 shows that the critical period is 3.99 rad/sec (~0.64 Hz) and the
critical gain is 10.5.
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6ode Diagram
SISO Roll
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Figure 8.4.3: Bode plot for Kp_roll in the SISO roll model
with Kd_roll set to zero.

The Bode plot in Figure 8.4.3 shows the system to have -180 degrees to -360 degrees of phase
in frequencies from approximately 4 rad/sec to 25 rad/sec, (~0.64 Hz to 4 Hz). This suggests
that, at the very best, the towfish can only be stable in roll for disturbance periods longer than
1.5 seconds. The system gain and phase margins are both positive at values equal to 20.4 dB
and 57 degrees, respectively.

To look at the root locus vs. Kd_roll, Equation 8.4.3 was rearranged as follows,

0 = 1+ ^

E quation 8.4.6

(fa • y

+( t a + t ry + S + K p_ro,l

After discretizing, the characteristic equation is
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C (z)

0 .1 4 2 2 z 2

- O .lO lz - .0 4 1 2 1
Equation 8.4.7

C O ) ~

Z3 - 1 .7 3 9 z 2 + 0 .8 7 5 8 Z - .0 1 6 5 3

Kp tou was set to half of the critical value extracted from the plot in Figure 8.4.2. The root locus
vs. Kd_roUplot and Bode diagram generated from Equation 8.4.7 are shown in Figure 8.4.4 and
Figure 8.4.5, respectively.
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Figure 8.4.4: Root locus vs. Kd_roll (in the 2-plane) for the
SISO roll system with Kp_roll set to half critical proportional
feedback gain.

The data-tip in Figure 8.3.4 shows that when Kd roll is 1.41 the system has a damping ratio of
0.707.
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Bode Diagram Roll Kd, Kp = Kcr/2
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Figure 8.4.5: Bode Diagram for Kd_roll o f the SISO roll
model with Kp_roll set to half o f the critical proportional
feedback gain.

Figure 8.4.5 shows that the phase margin has improved by approximately 160 degrees with the
addition o f derivative feedback and the system is stable for all frequencies less than 25 rad/sec
(~4 Hz). The gain margin increased to approximately 25 dB.
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8.5

Controller Parameters in the Overall Loop
Two versions of the controller were finalized for field testing. The primary version of

interest, Version 1, uses the gains from the controller established from the tuning method as
outlined in the previous section. Another version, Version 0, is a modification o f the derivative
feedback gains. Table 8.5.1 shows the final choice for the Version 1 proportional and
derivative feedback gain values.

P itch
Roll

KP V1
6.5
5.25

Kd V1
0.882

1.41

Table 8.5.1: Controller parameters selected for Version 1 (VI)
implementation.

These values plugged into Equations 8.3.2 and 8.4.2 give the following respective transfer
functions
C(s) _
0.88s+ 6.5
— ------------:---------------- r------U(s) O.OO8 5 3 + 0.282s2 + 5

C(z) =

Equation 8.5.1

0.379z 2 - 0.011 z - 0.056

U(z) ~ z 3 -1 .6 2 7 z 2 + 0 .6 3 9 z - 0.012

Equation 8.5.2

for pitch and
C( j ) _
1.415 + 5.25
U(s) 0.0195 + 0.632s +5

C(z)

0.242z2 - 0.069z - 0.052

U(z)

z -1.832z + 0 .8 4 9 z-0 .0 1 7

Equation 8.5.3

Equation 8.5.4
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for roll.
The Bode Diagrams for each of these equations can now be plotted for the overall loop gain
of pitch and roll.
Pitch Overall Loop Gain Bode Diagram

System: HdP
Frequency (rad/sec): 16.5
Magnitude (dB): -15.2

-10
-20
-90

-135

£ -180

-225

10
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Frequency (rad/sec): 4.63
Phase (deg): -133

10o

t

10
Frequency (rad/sec)

Figure 8.5.1: Bode Diagram for overall loop gain o f the SISO
pitch Version 1 model.

The overall loop gain Bode Diagram for pitch Version 1 shows approximately 15 dB of gain
margin at a frequency o f 16.5 radians/second (~2.6 Hz) and 47 degrees of phase margin at a
frequency of 4.83 radians/second (~0.77 Hz). Adequate disturbance rejection performance is
denoted by the frequency value at the 20 dB magnitude mark. This is the frequency at which
the Smart Tail is expected to provide sufficient corrective action to disturbances. The 20 dB
m ark on the plot above indicates that the Sm art Tail w ith V ersion 1 control can stabilize

disturbance periods greater than 11 seconds in pitch.
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Roll Overall Loop Gain Bode Diagram

System: HdR
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Figure 8.5.2: Bode Diagram for the overall loop gain o f the
roll Version 1 SISO model.

The overall loop gain Bode Diagram for roll Version 1 shows approximately 20 dB of gain
margin at a frequency of 18.2 radians/second (—2.9 Hz) and 52 degrees o f phase margin at a
frequency of 2.85 radians/sec (—0.45 Hz). The 20 dB mark on the plot above indicates that the
Smart Tail with Version 1 control can stabilize disturbance periods greater than 13 seconds in
roll.
Controller parameters were adjusted to form Version 0 of the controller. Table 8.5.2
shows the final choice for the Version 0 proportional and derivative feedback gain values.
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Kp V0
Pitch
Roll

Kd V0

6 .5

0 .2 5

5 .2 5

0 .2 7 5

Table 8.5.2: Controller parameters selected for Version 0 (VO)
implementation.

The Bode Diagrams for each of these equations can now be plotted for the overall loop gain
of pitch and roll.
Pitch Overall Loop Gain VO Bode Diagram

System: HdP
Frequency (rad/sec): 8.34
Magnitude (dB): -9.76
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10
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1
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D
10

2
10"
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Figure 8.5.3: Bode Diagram for overall loop gain o f the SISO
pitch Version 0 model.

The overall loop gain Bode Diagram for pitch Version 0 shows approximately 9.8 dB o f gain
margin at a frequency of 8.4 radians/second (~1.4 Hz) and 30 degrees of phase margin at a
frequency o f 4.21 radians/second (~0.67 Hz). The 20 dB mark on the plot above indicates
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that the Smart Tail with Version 0 control can stabilize disturbance periods greater than 11
seconds in pitch.

Roll Overall Loop Gain VO Bode Diagram
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Figure 8.5.4: Bode Diagram for overall loop gain o f the SISO
pitch Version 0 model.

The overall loop gain Bode Diagram for roll Version 0 shows approximately 14 dB of gain
margin at a frequency of 6.5 radians/second (~1.03 Hz) and 23 degrees of phase margin, at a
frequency of 2.85 radians/sec (~0.45 Hz). The phase margin for this version is on the small
side of die (industry defined) general rule of 30 degrees of phase margin; however, the
controller was implemented regardless. The 20 dB mark on the plot above indicates that the
Smart Tail with Version 0 control can stabilize disturbance periods greater than 16 seconds in
pitch.
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8.6

Test Inputs
The parameters from Version 1 of the SISO controller tuning were plugged into the

final working MIMO model shown in Figure 8.6.1. A saturation limit of ±5 steps and a
rounding function was added to the De-Coupler block output. This simulates the integer
format of the command given to the Weeder™ boards at the maximum rate o f 5 steps per
communications heartbeat (8 Hz).

rB -s-E i
ftM OtiOA

190

>t4

Figure 8.6.1: Multiple-input, multiple-output (MIMO) system
model with feedback control. Location o f pitch and roll
disturbance are indicated by blue and red circles, respectively.

In order to anticipate an infinite variety o f possible inputs, the simulation was used to
examine how the model reacts to aperiodic and periodic signals (Brogan 1991) with the
following test inputs:

1. Step Functions

2. Ramp Functions
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3. Sinusoids.

In the simulations, near maximum amplitude and frequency conditions are examined. The
method used was to place the disturbance input before the plant in Figure 8.6.1. The elevator
corrective action and towfish response was then observed and is presented in the following six
figures.
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Figure 8.6.2: Simulated system response to a 10 degree pitch
step disturbance with PD control.

Figure 8.6.2 shows the system response to a 10 degree pitch step-input, starting at t = 1
second. After 10 seconds the towfish was within 4 degrees o f horizontal. This simulation
implies that the towfish pitch can be stabilized at low frequencies, so long as the corrective
elevator action is within the range o f control.
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Figure 8.6.3: Simulated system response to a pitch ramp
disturbance with P D control.

Figure 8.6.3 shows the system response to a 1 deg/sec pitch ramp-input, starting at t = 0
seconds. For the first 10 seconds the towfish remained within 4 degrees of horizontal. This
simulation implies that the Smart Tail may have difficulty stabilizing the towfish under a
prolonged pitch rate disturbance due to the range of control limits and magnitude o f response
induced per step o f elevator corrective action (i.e. the degrees/step gain found in Chapter 5).
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Figure 8.6.4: Simulated system response to a 0.5 H z pitch
sinusoid disturbance with PD control.

Figure 8.6.4 shows the system response to a 0.5 Hz, 10 degree pitch sinusoid-input. The
towfish reduced the amplitude o f the input to 7 degrees from horizontal. As indicated by the
Bode Diagram for overall pitch loop gain, the controller can reduce but not eliminate vehicle
response to high frequency pitch disturbances.

Similarly, the system response to roll is examined.
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Figure 8.6.5: Simulated system response to a 10 degree roll
step disturbance with P D control.

Figure 8.6.5 shows the system response to a 10 degree roll step-input, starting at t = 1 second.
The system settled within 2 degrees o f horizontal after 5 seconds. This simulation implies that
the towfish roll can be stabilized at low frequencies, so long as the corrective elevator action is
within the range of control.
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Figure 8.6.6: Simulated system response to a roll ramp
disturbance with P D control.

Figure 8.6.6 shows the system response to a 1 deg/sec roll ramp-input, starting at t = 0
seconds. For the entire 10 seconds o f the simulation, the towfish remained within 1 degree of
horizontal. This means that for the first 10 seconds o f the simulation, the magnitude of roll
response induced per step of elevator corrective action is enough to stabilize the ramp
disturbance. After a prolonged period o f time, this simulation implies that the Smart Tail may
have difficulty stabilizing the towfish under a roll rate disturbance due to the range o f control
limits.
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Figure 8.6.7: Simulated system response to a 0.5 Hz roll
sinusoid disturbance with P D control.

Figure 8.6.7 shows the system response to a 0.5 Hz, 10 degree roll sinusoid-input. The towfish
reduced the amplitude of the input to 6 degrees from horizontal after 3 seconds. Again, as
indicated by the Bode Diagram for overall roll loop gain, the controller can reduce but not
eliminate vehicle response to high frequency roll disturbances.
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CHAPTER

9

CONTROLLER PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

9.1

Field Observations
Two surveys were conducted to evaluate the performance o f Smart Tail. The first

survey was on October 19, 2006 and the second was on October 24th, 2006. Observations of
tow cable tension, towfish depth, and speed through water (SRW) were collected to provide a
record of possible differences that may have existed between the two surveys.

The same sensors were used to record the test variables as were used in the preliminary
field testing of the Smart Tail in May of 2006. The speed through water and pressure were
sampled at 1 Hz and the tow cable tension was sampled at 15 Hz. The cable tension was
down-sampled to 1 Hz using the decimate Madab™ function. New time vectors were
constructed for each entire time series at one second increments, on the integer values. The
depth and speed through water measurements were interpolated using the interp Madab™
function to align those measurements to the new time base. Tension and depth were plotted as
a fu n c tio n o f s p e e d th r o u g h w a te r a n d tren d lin e s w e r e fitted t o e a c h d a ta set, as s h o w n in

Figure 9.1.1.
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Figure 9.1.1: Depth and tension as a function o f speed
through water for the October 19th, 2006 survey.

The tow cable tension essentially varied quadratically with the tow speed. At the
highest speed, the sensor that was deployed to measure speed through water was observed to
rise and skip along the surface. That is that most probable cause for some o f the tow cable
tension values to appear elevated in the speed range of 7 to 8 knots.

The October 19th survey was conducted in open ocean like conditions, (at about 43°
04’ N, 70° 30’ W) approximately 6 miles off of the coast o f Maine. The October 24th survey
was conducted in two different conditions, first in the river mouth near Portsmouth harbor (at
about 43° 03’ N, 70° 42’ W), New Hampshire and later in open ocean like conditions, (at about
43° 0’ N, 70° 39’ W) approximately 6 miles off the coast of New Hampshire. Trend lines from
each survey during the river mouth and open ocean conditions are plotted in Figure 9.1.2.
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Figure 9.1.2: Comparison o f depth and tension vs. speed
through water trend lines from Oct. 19th, 2006 and Oct. 24th,
2006 surveys.

In general, the trend lines show that as the speed through water increases, the depth
decreases and the tension increases. These trends are in accordance with commonly known
physics of tow bodies. The differences in the depth curves at zero speed indicate the best fit
values of the different amounts o f cable out when operating in the River Mouth as opposed to
operating in the Open Ocean.
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9.2

Magnitude of Towfish Response
The magnitude of towfish response with and without control was analyzed by selecting

three sections o f data, sections A, B, and C from the October 19th survey. This survey was
conducted with and without control Version 0 active during various portions of the survey.
Sections A and B were selected without active control, and the port and starboard elevators
locked in the neutral position. Section C was under active control using Version 0, where
proportional feedback gain is set to half the critical values defined in Chapter 8 and the
derivative feedback gains are around one quarter of the respective critically damped values.
Each section is 270 seconds in length and was selected during periods when the mean speed
through water and tension were reasonably constant. Figure 9.2.1 shows the juxtaposition of
the towfish pitch and roll response for all three sections.
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Figure 9.2.1: Sections A, B , and C from the October 19th,
2006 survey. Section C is with control Version 0 active.

All three sections were extracted from data taken when the vessel was on the same
heading and with the same amount o f tow cable out. Section B is closest in time preceding the
control being turned from inactive to active and is therefore indicative of what the towfish
response might have been in Section C if the control had remained inactive. The largest
difference between the plots in Figure 9.2.1 is the change in mean value and standard deviation
of the towfish pitch. The sections are analyzed further to investigate how the major forcing
fu n c tio n , ca b le te n sio n , d iffer ed fr o m se c tio n to s e c tio n an d a t w h a t s p e e d th e to w fis h h a d

been towed.
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Figure 9.2.2: Section A o f the October 19th, 2006 survey.

Figure 9.2.2 shows that section A was extracted from the dataset where the vessel was
traveling at a mean speed through water o f 3.65 kts and the mean tension applied to the cable
was approximately 60 lbf. The tension plot appears to vary sinusoidally with a similar pattern
exhibited in the corresponding towfish pitch response. A variation of approximately 25 lbs in
the modulated waveform for tension corresponds to a variation o f 9 degrees of pitch, with
peak amplitudes at 1260,1360 and 1490 seconds.
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Figure 9.2.3: Section B o f the October 19th, 2006 survey.

Figure 9.2.3 shows the mean speed through water and mean tension for Section B
were 6.57 kts and 101 lbs, respectively. Like Section A, corresponding temporal patterns
appear in the tow cable tension and in the towfish pitch response. A maximum variation o f
approximately 50 lbs in the tension corresponds to a variation o f 7 degrees o f towfish pitch
response, with peak amplitudes at 1640,1700,1750,1810 and 1900 seconds.
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Figure 9.2.4: Section C o f the October 19th, 2006 survey.

Figure 9.2.3 shows the mean speed through water and mean tension for Section C
were 7.36 kts and 171 lbs, respectively. Again, the tension readings in Section C show
sinusoidal variations with low frequency amplitude modulation, however, with active control,
the pitch time series does not show signs of motion that corresponds in time with the variation
in tow cable tension. The mean pitch in Section C is closer to zero than in Sections A and B
which presumably is a result of the control effort The mean roll of Section C approaches zero
after 50 seconds o f the control effort. Table 9.2.1 shows the mean and standard deviation of
all of the variables observed in each section.
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M eanA
T en sio n
(Ibf)
D epth (ft.)
SRW (kts.)
P itch (deg)
Roll (deg)

M eanB

<7a

61.31
40.64
3.65
-2.05
1.26

5.17
0.42
0.90
1.58
0.49

101.72
29.19
6.57
-2.38
2.55

oB

M eanc
9.70
0.24
0.55
1.01
0.73

oc

170.85
30.34
7.36
1.66
2.62

15.28
0.20
0.47
0.93
1.11

Table 9.2.1: Mean and standard deviation values for variables
observed in Sections A, B and C o f the October 19th survey.

The results show a close relation between the variations in speed through water and
pitch for 10 second periods. The peak to peak variation in reported (observed) pitch during
sections B and C are comparable with the expected horizontal acceleration induced pitch error
in the TCM™2.5, assuming the observed changes in vessel speed were causing the towfish to
surge. The wave history for that survey from the nearest Gulf of Maine Ocean Observing
System (GoMOOS) buoy B —Western Maine Shelf was 8 second period with 2.6 ft. height at
12 pm (for Section A) and 8 second period with 2.2 ft. height at 1 pm (for Sections B and C).

9.3

Low Frequency Performance
Sections o f data were extracted from the October 24*, 2006 survey during conditions

of dynamic speed, tension and heading to observe overall low frequency controller
performance in the open ocean setting. Throughout this chapter, cable tension has been used
to infer the forcing function for towfish pitch. Although high frequency compass heading
content cannot be considered a source o f forcing function information for roll, major changes
in compass heading, as measured from the towfish, typically result from major changes in
course made good of the boat, and therefore can be used to determine when a large change in
roll is expected. From the data observed, major changes in speed always effected tow cable
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tension which in turn affects the pitch of the towbody. Mean speed though water for this data
segment was a constant of 6.5 kts. The wave history for GoMOOS buoy B —Western Maine
Shelf was 2.1 second period with 0.9 ft. height at 10 am, 3.2 second period with 1.0 ft. height at
11 am, and 8.0 second period with 1.3 ft. height at 12 pm.

First, a reference data set is extracted and shown in Figure 9.3.1.
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Figure 9.3.1: A reference data set from the October 24th data
set, post 10:43 am with n o control active.

Figure 9.3.1 shows while towing at 6.5 knots, 20 lbf and a change in heading of
approximately 50 degrees can cause an increase in roll of 7 degrees.
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A section o f data starting at 10:57 am o f the October 24th, 2006 survey is examined. To
interpret the data set, note that the TCM™2..5 was mounted in the Smart Tail such that
positive pitch was tail down and positive roll was starboard down. To correct a positive pitch,
both elevators must move (downward) in a negative direction and vice versa. Correct a
positive roll, the port elevator (Position B) must move in the positive elevator direction and
the starboard elevator must move in a negative elevator direction (Position A). Figure 9.3.2
shows control was activated at t = 7330 seconds, marked by the dashed blue line.
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Figure 9.3.2 Section o f data from 10:57 am on October 24th,
2006 survey with control Version 1 active.

The towfish was fully lowered into the water by t = 7300 seconds. The boat started to
speed up after t = 7375 seconds. As the boat increased in speed, the elevator positions became
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more negative to counter the positive pitch. When the pitch crossed zero from positive to
negative, the elevators change direction and move in a positive direction. The elevators
responded with the appropriate corrective action at the zero crossing of towfish pitch.
However, the data indicated that the low frequency corrective action was not based on the
change in slope of the overall pitch motion. The design of the PD controller developed in
Chapter 8 was intended to implement corrective action based on a combination of the sign of
the pitch and the sign of the feedback signal’s smooth derivative, which is evident in the
simulations.

The first 100 seconds of Figure 9.3.2 indicate that both starboard and port elevators
were moving in the same manner, which indicated that large pitch corrections took precedence
over roll commands. After the first 100 seconds of the 10:57 am data section, as shown in
Figure 9.3.3, the port and starboard elevator positions start to diverge which indicates that the
controller has begun to issue commands that were intended to correct the roll of the towfish.
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Figure 9.3.3: 100 seconds after control active on 10:57 am
data set from Oct. 24th, 2006 with Version 1 control.

At the start of the data set in Figure 9.3.3, positive value of roll causes the difference
between position B and postion A to increase. Elevator Position B is greater than Position A,
which was the appropriate corrective action of a positive towfish roll. At t = 7460, the
difference between Position B and Position A is approximately 50 steps to correct a 2.5 degree
roll and increases to approximately 200 step difference by t = 7500 to correct a 6 degree roll.
According to the plant steady state gain in Table 5.3.1, 50 and 200 step differences correspond
to a 4.74 degree and 18.96 degree respective correction for 4 knots tow speed and above. This
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indicates that either the actual plant gain for roll was lower than expected, the Weeder™
motor control cards lost track of the elevator positions, or a combination o f both.

At t = 7485 the position of elevator A can no longer decrease due to the -330 step
software limit on the range of motion. This is an example of how the available range of roll
control may be limited by a portion of the elevator control range allocated to pitch correction.
Note that the mean speed through water for this section was approximately 6 kts.

Another section of data was analyzed from a later time o f the same survey with
Version 0 of the software activated. Startup conditions are shown in Figure 9.3.4.
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Figure 9.3.4: Startup condition and reaction o f the towfish
from the 1101V 0 control sequence.

At startup of the controller, there were was a small negative offset in pitch, however
there was a +6.5 degree roll offset. A decoupled roll and pitch command was immediately
executed to correct the positive roll and negative pitch. The decoupling command sequences
are evident in Figure 9.3.4 by asymmetrical separation of the elevators. The controller reduces
the roll from + 6.5 degrees to + 5 degrees until the roll range of elevator motion was exceeded
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at t = 7675 seconds. In an attempt to correct the +5 degree roll, the difference in elevator
position was approximately 430 steps. According to the plant steady state gain in Table 5.3.1, a
430 step difference corresponds to a 40.7 degree correction for 4 kts. tow speed and above.
Again it is evident that the elevator position was inaccurate and/ or the actual plant gain for roll
was less than expected. A longer sequence of the data set is shown in Figure 9.3.5.
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Figure 9.3.5: Section from 11:01 am o f data from October
24th, 2006 survey with control Version 0 active.
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In this dataset, there were three major changes in speed through water. The first major
change was when the mean speed of 5 knots dropped down to 3 knots after the 7700 second
mark. Control effort was evident by the major increase of elevator Position A and Position B
to the +330 step upper limit o f the elevator motion. Over the period of approximately 50
seconds (t = 7725-7775), the controller was able to maintain pitch and roll values within ± 2.5
degrees o f horizontal.

The second major speed change occurred at t = 7775 seconds; when the speed rapidly
increased from a mean of 3 knots to 4.5 knots. As the pitch increased from zero to +7
degrees, the pitch correction was given precedence over the roll correction. Elevator positions
begin to decrease immediately after the zero crossing of pitch (from negative to positive) until
the pitch was returned within ±2.5 degrees of horizontal. Roll correction was withheld, despite
the zero to 5 degree increase, until the pitch was within the ±2.5 degree range. After roll
correction commenced at t = 7800 seconds, the roll control range of elevator motion was
exceeded.

The third major speed change occurred at t = 7880 by increasing from 4.5 knots to 7
knots in approximately 75 seconds. The mean pitch value was maintained during this time
period, as shown by the decrease in elevator Position B. However, because the Smart Tail was
already operating at its positive roll correction limit, a 10 degree positive roll resulted that could
not be corrected.

9.4

H igh Frequency Performance
Two ten-minute segments of data were selected for high frequency performance

examination. One segment was from the 11057V1 dataset and the other was from the 1101V0
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dataset, both of which are during periods when both elevators were within their controllable
limits.
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Figure 9.4.1: A 10 second segment o f the 1057VI dataset.

Figure 9.4.1 indicates that the pitch derivative feedback by virtue o f the change in
direction of elevator Position A and Position B occurring one to two samples after a change in
the sign o f the slope o f the pitch.
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Figure 9.4.2: A 10 second segment o f the 1101V0 dataset.

Figure 9.4.2 shows after a change in direction of elevator Postion A and Position B
occurring at a one sample delay after a zero crossings of the pitch signal. With the derivative
feedback so low in Version 0, the change o f the pitch between 2 sample intervals was not
enough to influence the pitch command.
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CHAPTER

10

CONCLUSIONS

This study has successfully addressed the development of a closed loop controller for
the Smart Tail elevators that are intended to maintain near-zero tilt of a towfish under survey
conditions.

In the progression of this study, it was necessary to perform engineering

characterization of individual components that made up the system. The towfish motion was
characterized under realistic survey conditions, both with and without the benefit of the Smart
Tail attempting to actively stabilize the attitude to zero tilt. The former was conducted in the
early stages of the study in order to estimate bounds on the frequencies and range of motions
that the Smart Tail control plant may encounter. The latter was a necessary element of
proving the study objectives had been met. Several items like a reduced-length test tow body,
the PEL Swivel device, and a tow tank carriage apparatus (TCA) that were puipose-built for
this study will be useful tools for future developments that require side scan sonar towfish
testing.

Extensive engineering tests were conducted in the U N H tow tank to establish
behavior of the towfish/ Smart Tail assemblage at different tow speeds. Separate engineering
tests were conducted to evaluate the following: (a) different static balance conditions of the
test tow body with the Smart Tail attached; (b) tow body attitude as a function of the elevator
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positions and the tow speed; (c) lift/drag forces on the tow body as a function of the towfish
attitude, elevator positions and the tow speed; and (d) the relationship between tow speed and
recovery-time-to-level from an imposed initial non-level state. Analysis and interpretation of
the test data provided information about the steady state righting forces that the Smart Tail
could impart to the towfish and the dynamics associated with employing the controllable
elevators to modify those forces. It is important to note that the forces exerted by the non
movable elements of the Smart Tail were approximately ten times greater than the variable
forces that could be exerted by the control elevators of the Smart Tail.

The information acquired from the tow tank experiments and the initial early field
experiments were integrated into a mathematical model that was based on first principles.
Results from laboratory testing of Smart Tail’s electronic and mechanical components also
contributed in the development of this model. A multiple-input, multiple-output (MIMO)
system model was developed in the Matlab™ Simulink workspace. That model was decoupled
into two single-input, single-output systems (SISO), one for pitch, and the other for roll. PD
control was successfully implemented in each of the two feedback loops and the controller
gains were tuned using classical control techniques. The controller gains were then
incorporated into the original MIMO system. Ultimately, two versions of the SmartTail.exe
control software were prepared. The form of the different versions (Version 0 and Version 1)
were identical, however there was a difference in the derivative feedback gains. Visitors that
came into the electronics lab while the Smart Tail was being put through its paces by the
SmartTaiLexe control software were fascinated to see the elevators autonomously running up
and down.
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A field test was designed whereby the final performance of the system could be
evaluated. Filed testing of the Smart Tail was then conducted on the R /V Gulf Challenger.
The performance of the Smart Tail controller during the field testing clearly indicated that the
elevator actions for correcting non-zero pitch and roll conditions of the towfish were of die
proper form. As a result of the controller decoupler, the pitch commands were given
precedence over roll commands. The pitch performance of the Smart Tail showed adequate
capability of correcting disturbances that might be described as low frequency towfish motion
and a non-zero mean trim in pitch. The pitch control maintained towfish attitude within ± 3
degrees from horizontal for tow conditions where speed changed up to 3 knots in an interval
of 50 seconds. However, the change in towfish pitch, observed in the field test for a given
change in the position of the elevators, was about half of what had been expected based on the
tow tank tests. This resulted in a greater portion of the total range of elevator control motion
being required to achieve level condition of the towfish than had been anticipated. Based on
this observation it would be advisable to increase the area of the control elevators relative to
the area of the non-movable structural elements of the Smart Tail. The roll low frequency
performance suffered due to the pitch corrections being given precedence over roll
corrections. This resulted in the bounds of the available roll control, in terms of elevator range
of motion, limiting the roll performance during the field tests. Furthermore, the ratio of the
towfish roll response to any roll command was markedly less than predicted based on the tank
tests. The possible root causes for this reduced roll response should be included in future
studies that maybe conducted on the Smart Tail.

Derivative feedback on pitch and roll, which was intended to improve the
responsiveness of the control plant to high frequency deviations from zero tilt, did not
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significantly improve overall stabilization performance. This was due to limitations stemming
from the simple 2-point approximation of the derivative that was imposed by the low (8 Hz)
update rate of the towfish TCM™ 2.5 tilt sensor in the closed-loop controller and due to the
noise in the tilt feedback sensor. However, evidence that the derivative feedback gain was
impacting the performance did show up when comparing the high frequency performance of
the Version 0 and Version 1 of SmartTail.exe. In Version 0, which had a lower derivative
feedback gain than was used in the Version 1, it was clear that the motor control commands
were changing signs based on the value of the tilt feedback signal and not based on the sign
of the derivative of the feedback signal. In Version 1 it appeared that the sign changes of the
motor control were more in line with the derivative of the tilt feedback signal than with the
value of the tilt feedback signal. Implementing the intended derivative feedback scheme was
part of the decision to run the elevator motor controller in a single step mode where the
motor control could be modified after each step, if necessary. Designing and programming a
Kalman Filter for the SmartTail.exe controller is an excellent recommendation for future
development.

The alternate mode for the elevator motor controller was a ramp mode where a single
command that was issued to make a large move was internally broken into a variety of
different move commands based on considerations of torque/speed. However, the down
side of the ramp mode was that the elevator motor controller was constrained to carry any
command to completion even though the tilt feedback sensor may begin indicating that
conditions had changed and the end point of the previous command was no longer valid.
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This work has demonstrated that implementation of a side scan sonar stabilization
device based on tail elevator adjustment is feasible. A stability performance of +2 degrees in
pitch and roll over an interval of 10 seconds was achieved using the Smart Tail. However, the
peak-to-peak variations of towfish attitude at frequencies higher than 0.1 Hz were still larger
than one would have preferred them to be. Based on the susceptibility of the TCM™ 2.5
output to include effects of horizontal accelerations, it is not clear if the higher frequency
“tilts” were real or systematic errors due to surge. That gives ample justification to improve the
quality of the tilt feedback sensor as part of any future work with the Smart Tail.

Future development should include the integration of continuous hardware
elevator shaft positioning feedback and an increase in the power available for running the
elevator control motors.

The increased power for the motors will provide improved

torque/speed characteristics and the continual hardware feedback of elevator position will
give assurance that the intended effect of a motor command was achieved.
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R. Conrad
R aisin g the Load

Calculation for torque on Thumb Screw head T required to overcome thread friction and raise the load
F. (ACME threads).

F :=

180

d:= - in

8

lbf

d = 0.625 in

4
thrdsperin:= 11
F = 45 lbf

Pitch
Coefficient of Friction

1-in
P :=

li := 1.8

Threads per turn

thrdsperin

p = 0.091 in

n:= 1
Mean Diameter
lead
l:= p n
dm = 0.5Sin

1 = 0 .0 9 1 in

T:=

Fdm

l + 7 TM. d m

Eqn 8-5 Mechanical Engineering Design - Shigley and Mischke

(? t-d « - |i l)

T = 2.209 lbf-ft
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1

Manufacturer/distributer Part Name
McMaster-Carr

Part Number Dim 1

L

- '{ W

r g f e

■

Dim 2

Material
Steel

f " ~

<

-

Description

Qty

Thumb Screw

90165A533

5/8" -1 1 Thread

3-1/8" Length

Hex C ap Screw

92186A632
93190A638
93190A644

3/8 -1 6 " T hread
3/8 - 1 6 ” T hread
3 /8 -1 6 " T hread

2" w / 1" should S tainless 316
3" 1/2“
S tainless 316
4 1/2"
S tain less 316

1 P acks of 10 Partially T hreaded - side bolts for clam ps
2 P a c k s of 5 Fully T hreaded - Top bolts for clam ps
1 P acks of 5 Fully T hreaded - Bottom bolts for clam ps

R ectangular Bar
R ectangular Bar
R ectangular Bar

8975K313
8975K417
8975K414

1“ Thick
0.75" Thick
0.5" Thick

3"X V
3" X 1 *
3“ X 3'

Aluminum 6061
Aluminum 6061
Aluminum 6061

1
1
1

Large W a sh e r

92141A044

1-13/16" ID

.140“ Thick

316 S tainless

Machine Srew

91500A624

3/-16 T hread

1“ Length

317 S tainless

1 L oose w a sh e r to go on shaft
for fairings to ride on - packs of 5
1 S crew s for ch eek p lates in shaft_sub.asm

Online Metals

Plate
Round Bar

C ustom Cut to 0.5"thick
26" X 26“
C ustom C ut to 1.625” D iam eter 4‘
C ustom Cut to 4" D iam eter
0.5“

Alum 6061 T6
S tainless 304
S tainless T-304

1
1
1

Odlm Spectrum

Tufnose Fairings

4 T hum b Screw with removable swivel pad Fluted Knob

w w w .m cm aster.com

httb://w w w.onlinem etals.com /
TN1600 1.60“ Diam Cable 2 ft section
htto://ww w.odim -sbectrum .com/fairinas.htm l
>

NJ
O

RS Com ponents

Hybrid S tepper Motor

John Crane

E lastom er Bellows Seal

PNI Corporation

TCM2- 50 2.82K 10467
TCM2.5 Module 1001218

KAGA Electronics (USA)

440-442
502

3 htto ://www.rs new zealand.c o m/
3 www.iohncrane.com

10651
12403

1 www.Dnicora.com/
1

SPN S e rie s Universal Input

SPN 15-12S

Newark InOne

Honeywell Humidity S ensor
HIH - 3610-003

19C6680

1 Pow er Supply Unit
www.kacomD.com
1 www.newark.com

W eederT echnologies

Stepper Motor Driver

WTSMD-M

3 ww w.w eedtech.com

L?

communications I

h ig h r e s o l u t i o n , d y n a m ic a lly f o c u s e d , m u lti- b e a m s id e s c a n

somns

‘The d iffe re n ce is in th e Im age!'
5 Cearc
a: a c p

S:Ce

s c a n s o n a r a o s . q n e c ! !or c y d ' c g ' n c

c a n o n s r e q . c n n g r c q n ' e s o o C o n i r nc i qe s

:t o P s : ru c ! : c n s , v . n c e o p e m n n g

a:

tow sp o o n s

MULTIPLE SI MULTANEOUS B E A M S PER
SIDE E A C H P I N G
H I G H T OW SPEED CAPABI LITY
D Y N A M I C DIGITAL A U T O - F O C U S I N G
VERY HI GH RESOLUTION A N D
100% C O V E R A G E
S O N A R C O N N E C T E D TO PC
DISPLAY O N ETHERNET L A N A

. •_

*

r

Z %...r '

t-A *•%

ff

-•L-'

-fcjf •-* ■*»
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Hie TCM2.5 is a drop-in replacement for PNl's original TCM2
family of products. It offers improved accuracy and performance
for compass heading, tilt and magnetometer measurements.
Itis the same size, has the sam e JO-pin RS-232 interface
connector and is completely backwards compatible with the
original TCM2 ASCII protocol These features make the TCMZ5
the choice for existing applications that require compatibility the
TCM2 family of products.
The TCM2.5 integrates 3-axls magnetic field sensing, 2-axis
tilt sensing and compass heading into.a single module
Advantages include compatibility with existing systems, low
power consumption, large signal noise immunity under all
condtions, and a large magnetic field mea urement range
TheT£M2.5combines PfJI Corporations' patented MagnetoInductive (Ml) magnetic sensors and a MEMS accelerometer
for unparalleled cost effectiveness and performance. Ml sensors
change indudlance’by 100% over the wide field measurement
range. This variable inductance property is used in acost and
space efficient AStc, incorporating a tpmperature and noise
stabiized oscillator/counter circuit which is inherently free
from offset drift

Features
• High accuracy compass heading: 05°
• High: resolution compass heading: 0.1°
• High repeatability: 0.1°
• Wide tilt range: +/- 50“
• Multiple measurement modes:
compass heading,;magnetic field and 2-axis tilt
• Calforated magnetic field measurement range:
+ /- 80 pT (+/- 0.8 Gauss)
• High resolution magnetic field measurement:
0.05 pT (0.0005 Gauss)

/
/

• '.Reliable calibration:
f
hard-iron calibration with quality of calibration score
• Low Power: < 20 mA typical current draw

• Backwards compatible digital interface:
RS-232

• Backwards compatible footprint:
TCM2hole spacing

Applications

* The 1EM2.5 was designed as a transitional product to replace
the original TCM2 family. Far any new applications, the 7CM2.6
is highly recommended.

• ROV/AUV'S
• Remote terrestrial antenna direction indicators
• Side-scan sonar
• Survey equipment
• Robotics systems
• Vehlde detection
• Buoys

,y

-

I

■**>+*-

-i

■

v-t

Dewloped by America's premier senstx technology company.
PNI Corporauon, 133 Aviation Bivd. Suite 101, Santa Rosa CA 95403‘*Tel' 707.566.2260 • Fax: 707.566.2261 • mwKpnk»rp.com'
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TCM2.5 Specifications
1 Parameter

Typical

Accuracy -

08*

Resolution

0.1*

Deg

Rep«»tebliky(l)

a i*

Oeg RMS

M uDipAngta

as*

Deg

C iS bnttd FMd M M UM mmt Range

±80

Magnetic Resolution

±J»

Magnetic Repeatability

± .i

\

Phdi Accuracy

Units
On

I

<ws

pT

UT
Oeg RMS

02*

Rod Accuracy
Tit Range

±50*

Tit Resolution

Deg

0.1*

TfeRepeaU btcy(l)

%y

Hard konCaSbrabon
Soft Iron Calibration

Tea
.

No

lim bed jBt Usar Calibration

No

Dimensions (LxW xH )

6 4 x 5 .1 x l i

-;

an

20

Weight

'

grama

Screw
Mounts/Standoff*
horizontal

Mounting Options
Connector for RS-232 Interface

■\

10-pin

Latency from Power-On

<50

latency from Sfoep Mode

<1

mSec
Maximum Sample Rate

20

sampltVsec

RS-232 Communication Rate

300 to 115200

baud

Output Formats

K M 2 Protocol
NMEAM83
■......................vW........... .........

Supply Voltage

1

¥.

M e a l G u m * Draw llllf^,1* l,u,n
(GmtiM«<« Output) 1ypic(,

!-

1 1■ 1--------5V(Regulattd)
6 to 18 V (Unregulated)

f
?

2%

*

<a#

IdUMode:

tB |

Sleep Mode

0.G

Operating Temperature

•aortoTtr

Storage Temperature

-W to 8 5 *

Shock ;
Vibration
Humkfity

■1

%

%

:

S0-2S00 C \ HaK Sin* Wm Shock with i d r e p i at M th fowl
' *

Z-Aw, S t a n d Blodt, . t 1,2 B 4 C um C 10-1000 KHz tot JO u rn . p a r t e d
^

}. TO-Cmth 95% RH. for 168 hrv

(1) Repeatabfryis based on statistical dita it ± 3 sgma Krril abort tharneaa

T hese specifications are preliminary and are subject to change w ithout notice,
fo r th e m o st current specifications, please visit our w ebsite a t wwwpnicorp.com .
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1
c

W
eeder
V V Technologies

WTSMD-M

90-A Beal Pkwy NW, Fort Walton Beach, FL 32548

www.weedtech.com

Voice/Fax 850-863-5723

Stepper Motor Driver Module

J

V
FEATURES
• Drives a unipolar stepper motor rated up to
30VDC @ 2k.

Price $69

• DIP switch addressable; stack up to 32
modules on the same port for multiple axes.
• S-curve acceleration and deceleration slope
profiles provide smooth start/stop motion.
• Software programmable ramp rate, velocity,
and idle current.
• 24-bit absolute motor position counter.
• Normally-open limit switch input.
• Supports single phase, dual phase, and
half-step drive modes.
• All user configuration data and motor position
counter stored in non-volatile memory.
• Industry standard RS-232 interface. Meets all
EIA/TIA-232E and V.28 specifications.

SPECIFICATIONS

• Screw-terminal connectors used on all inputs
and outputs.

DESCRIPTION
Connects to the RS-232 serial port of a PC,
laptop, or other host. Directly drives a unipolar
stepper motor using precise positioning and
tracking algorithms. Simple coordinates sent
from the host will advance stepper motor to an
exact position in the range of 0 to 16,777,215.
Host can also instruct motor to move in either
direction until a limit switch has been triggered,
or use a basic single-step mode which is host
incremental.
S-curve acceleration/deceleration slope profiles

Drive Type

Quad, open-drain
MOSFET

Drive Current

2A continuous max

Limit Switch

Normally-open,
direction sensitive

Idle Current

PWM, selectable in
10% increments

Processor

PIC16CE625

Clock

4 MHz

Communications

9600 Baud, N, 8,1

Power Requirements

+8 to +30 VDC

Current Draw

9 mA, plus current
drawn by motor

Operating Temperature

-2013 to +8013

Board Dimensions

3.1" x 2.0" x 1.0"

Weight

1.9 oz

a re automatically generated and incorporated

into any multiple step sequence, independent of
host. Thus reducing stall conditions during
acceleration, and overrun conditions during
deceleration. Ideal for use in cost sensitive,
open-loop, precision motion control applications
requiring a minimal user learning cycle.
Copyright © 2000-2006 by Weeder Technologies
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Calibration for the S ensor Error Rolling Cart Experiment

0 H--------------1-------------- i--------------i--------------i------------- i-------------- i--------------i------------0
0.01
0.02
0.03
0.04
0.05
0.06
0.07
0.08
C ait D istance (m)

Elevator Angle vs. Position Number

S te p #
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B a la n c e vs B allast fo r S m art Tail T e s t 19 Oct 05
(In w ater for Nose heavy, nuetral, and nose light ballast
conditions)
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Chapter 1

SmartTail Hierarchical Index
1.1

Sm artTail C lass Hierarchy

Tins uJimtamce list 5s sorbed roughly, ta t not oomplefeely, aljdiabdically:
Command.
. .. ............................................................................................
D<mbl«<3cMiimajid................
DouUeStepCommiajid................... ................
PlassivaCanunaiwl
SuigleGommand...........................
CammandPflQOSSsor
.............................................................................................

5
8
9
11

12
7
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Chapter 2

SmartTail Class Index
2.1

Sm artTail C lass List

Here are die classes, structa, toots and. mteriaccs m th hricf descriptions:
C om m and ........................................................................................................................
C onim andP ro oesssor .....................................................................................
D o u b le C tn n iiia n d
. .. .................................................
D m ihieStepC o m n ia iu l..................................................
PasfflrveC om m and.........................................................................................................
S in jg ^ C o n n n aiid ............................................................................

.
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Chapter 3

SmartTail Class Documentation
3.1

Com m and C lass R eference

# in c lu d e <Coaramnid.lL>

Inheritance diagram for Command::
Command
DoubleComraand

DoubleStepCommand

PassiveCommand

Public Member EYmdions
* virtual bool execute (ComPort &, cstneam &)=0

Friends
* ostraam & arperator< < (ostneom &», const ComiiLaiid fee)

3.1.1

Detailed Description

This is the base daas for all Com m andfp. 5) das®® that will be utilised by the SmartHail program.
It is an Abstract dass tliat mU never be instantiated but m il define a common interfiaoe to all
Commands in the system.
Author:
'
Ian Beriy <iheiTy9onh.edu>

3.1.2

Member Function Documentation

3.1.2.3

virtual b o o l "Coauiiiaudjseooecute (CuniPurt &, ofitoeam &)

[pure v ir tu a l]

All concrete subclasses of command MUST implement an execute method having the signature:
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6

Sm aifiyfl Class Documentation

btxJ ex®cute( Com Port Sc, astream & SCp.5)
The CtmBort object MUST already be connected and initialized.
The boolean return sliould indicate that the command was sent and an appropriate confirmation
message was received.
Implemented in DcmbleCanurianjd (p.8), I>aub&StepCmiunHJiid (p. 10), PasKrveComniHiLd
and S3mgfeC«nmiaiad. (p. 12).
The documentation for this class was generated from the following file:

* SK^Gommand.h
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3 .2 O o n u iira id P T O o e ssa r C la s s E e f c m i o e

3.2

T

GonrniandProcessor Class Reference

#iaclude <Ccmman.dProcessor.!h.>

Public Member Functions
■ ConnnaridFroceasor (ComPort *cmd)
* C oim trandProcessor (ComPort *cmd, ofstream *_tpggEr)
« const CString & getProm ptStitng ()
» ■void setFrompfcS taring (CString &cstr)
■ b od execnifceCcmiriiajiidSesqiienice (v«ctor< Command. * > &, ostream &)
v b od pcpooGssIiipmt (istrsam &, oetnssm &)
* -viM sefcDebug (bod state=true)

3.2.1

Detailed Description

The CcmmiandProcesHar(p. 7) class is responsible far ensuring propper orderly access to the

WTSMD cardsA uthor:
Ian Berry <fberryJnanh.edu>

3.2.2

Constructor & Destructor Documentation

3.2.2.1

Ooi!uiuuidPixM5eysor::CoaiunfuidPrt)('essor (C om Port * cmd)

[in lin e ]

Constructor that kikes the ComPort that shall be sent the commands.

3.2.3

Member Function Documentation

3.2.3.1

bo o l CocmiixaxidPTOeeasorneaDQculeCoiimiaxidSequenjoe (veetor< C om m and *
> •&;, cefcream &)

Execute a sequence of commands.

^

3-2.3-2 const CString& CoinmandPrpcea9or::getPreirnptStrfng ()
get^set prompt string.
3.2.3.3

bool CcmuimndP,r ooessar::processInput (1stream &, cstro am &)

Build connnand sequences from the given (user) input stream.
Tire documentation for tins class was generated from the following files:
■ etc/ConmimdJhoasoar.h
* Bic/ConmiandProceEBCff.cpp
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y

SmartTMli Class Dotnmientation

3.3

D oubleC om m ajid C lass R eference

♦include <Ifoubl«Coimand .fa>
InheiitanoE diagram for DaubleCoimnand::
Command

DotibleCommand

Public Member Functions
w DoTibHeCoauman-d (CString &scmd3, CString &cnid2)
■ bod. execute (ComPort &acstream &)

Friends
■ osfcream & orperaterc < (oBtream &, const DoubfeCfomiiiaud &)

3.3.1

Detailed Description

Double Command£p. 5) Glass provides the ability' to send a command to each of the Weedier
controller cards, ~^nearly^~ ainultaneousLy(++).
(+ + ) Through Bome testing ■we have found that if the ComPort: :Tiansmit (cmd,timeout) metliod
is utilized with any timeout of loss tlian 17 niiiliaeaonds, there is a high probability of "colliaons"
in the multi-drop RS232 network which m il sagnificantLy increase the delay between commands.
This is leas of an issue when. utilizing only one WT5MD cand, but for addressing multiple cayds
tliis can lead to excessive retsansniiasiems and poeably multiple collisions before die line is dear
for sending again.

3.3.2

Member Function Documentation

3.3-2.1

b ool IfonbleCorraiiandnesoecnite (CormPtart & p, asfcresam & atuO [virtual^

hiiplementataon for DoublieCammaiiid(p. 8) class.
Implements CominHnd (p. 5).
Tlie documentation for this class was generated from the following Hies:
• sro/DoubleOonnimndJx
■ srey'DoubleCfoniniandjcpp
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3.4 DoubfaStepCotminand C lass Reference

3.4

9

DoubleStepCoinmand Class Reference

♦ in clu d e <Doubl«StepCo®mand.lL>

Inheritance diagram for DoubteStepGommand::
Command

DoubleSlcpComraand

Public Member Functions
i

# DoiLbteStepCoimnand (CString k)
« DaubfoStKpConunaud (bn. stepsA=Q, bit stepsBssO, char atldrA—'A', char addrB='B!)
■ bod execute (ComPort k, ostrcam k)
« vdd setStepA (bit sA)
• w d setSberpB 0at sB)

Friends
9 astraam & opera.tar<< (astneam •&, const DomMeStepConimaiLd &)

3-4.1

Detailed Description

BoubleBbep Goimnaiid(p. 5) ClasB provides the ability to Bend a command to each, of the Weeder
controller cards, nearly sbnultaneously.
See constructor documentation for syntax of the command.

3.4.2 Constructor & Destructor Da<nrni«ntation
3.4.2.1

DoubfeStepCotmmaridnDaubleSterpCoiTiniaiid (C String &)

IXmbLestepCanunand Constructor This command tabes a CStrbig of the form "A-123" or "AiaSrB321M
. These strings indicate the number of Steps in the given direction that each motor should
be instructed to move.

3.4.2.2

DoubleStepCanmumnd::DaubIeStep<AMnmand (Int atepaA = 0, ini: atep&B =
0, c h a r edlrfrA = *A5ji c h a r addrE = *BJ)

[in lin e ]

Default and explidt constructor. Defaults to A+Q, B+0 but may be explicitly constructed, to go
anywhere. At runtime, the bounds of the fin mil be checked so that the fins stay in the range:
o-<m
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10

SniartThU Glass D acm iieiitatkni

3.4.3

Member Function Documentation

3-4.3.1

b o o l 3>cnibieEHepGcniunanid::exBcutie (CornPocri: &, osfcream &)

[v irtu a l]

All concrete subclasses of command MUST implement an execute method having tine agnatirre:
bool execu te( C oiuPort &, ostream & j(p. 10)
H ie ComPort object MUST already be oormocted and inida&edThe boolean nstum should indicate that the aammand was sent and an apiiropriate confirmation
message was loodved.
Implements Com m and (p. 5).
H ie documentation for this class was generated from the following files:
■ snc^HouUeStepCdcnim atidh

* arc/DaubkStepCoanmajid.ciip
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11

3 .5 PassaveGtnnm and C lass H efereuee

3.5

PassiveC om m and C lass R eference

f i a c l u d e <PfeBBlveCommaiKi.h>

Inlientarioe diagram, for Passi.V'eConuriaad::
Command

PassiveCommand

Public Member Ftmcllous
« Ptesiv<?CofiniDaiid (CStiing &cmd)
* "virtual bool execute (ComPort &, osttmni &)

Friends
■ cstream & qpera.t»r< < (ostream iso, const PasaMveCormrnand & c)

3.5.1

Detailed Description

A angle weeder command which baa no action conesponding, just Lnfonnataon (Le. AE or BP )

3.5.2

Member Function Documentation

3-5.2.1 bool PaamvBCommanjduexecrute (ComPort &, ostream

[virtual]

All concrete subclasses of command MUST implement an execute method having the sgnature:
bool ex ecu te( C o m P o rt &, ostresun & )(p .Il)'
The ComPort object MUST already be connected and initaaBaedThe boolean, return should indicate that ilie eommand was sent and an appropriate confirmation
message -was ieoeaved.
Implements C om m and (p. 5).
The documentation for this class was generated from the following files:

* src/PbssiveCammanddi
* BBc/’PiasBiveCanuiaiid.cpp

,

~
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Sraarflb! Class Documeaitatkwa

12

3.6

SingteCom m and C lass Reference

#incT ude < S ir^eO oniaam d.h>

Inheritance diagram for SuigleCoriunand::

Public Member Functions
■* SingfeCoinnmnd (CString &and=CString(,lr'))
* virtual bool e x ecu te (ComPort &, .ostrmm is)

Friends
* cstream & orpeTat«r<< (ostrmm &, const SingJeConam and is)

3.6.1

Detailed Description

Single CammaiKi(p. 5) Gass provides the ability to send a command to only one of the Woader
controller cardsauthor: Ian Beny < iheaTySimh. edu>

3-6.2

Member Function Documentation

3.6.2.1

bo ol SinglaC oinm aiid:rexieeute (C om P ort &, osfcresam &)

[v irtu a l]

All concrete subclasses of command MUST implement an execute method having the signature:
bod ex0ciite( CamBorfc is, ostream & J(p.I2)

The ComPort object MUST already be connected and initialhred.
The boolean. return should indicate tlmt the conunand was sent and an appropriate conAnnatLan
message was reseaved.

Implements Command (p. 5$.
The documentation for this class was generated, from the following Hies:
* sre/SingleConnnand.h
* sre/Siiigk£lonuiiand.cpp
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